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Meeting:

JOINT POLICY ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION

Date:

APRIL 10,

Day:

THURSDAY

Time:

7:30

Place:

METRO, CONFERENCE ROOM 3 70A-B

1997

a.m.

*1.

MEETING REPORT OF MARCH 13, 1997 - APPROVAL REQUESTED.

*2.

LETTER TO LCDC REGARDING EVALUATION OF TRANSPORTATION
PLANNING RULE IMPLEMENTATION - APPROVAL OF COMMENTS - Andy
Cotugno.

*3.

RESOLUTION NO. 97-2487 - RECOMMENDING A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
FOR ADOPTION BY THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION IN THE
FY 98 THROUGH 2001 STATE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
(STIP) - APPROVAL REQUESTED - Andy Cotugno.

*4.

DISCUSSION OF '97 LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES - INFORMATIONAL Andy Cotugno.

5.

INTERSTATE BRIDGE CLOSURE - Gerry Smith.

6.

MID-WILLAMETTE VALLEY AREA COMMISSION ON TRANSPORTATION
(MWACT) - Andy Cotugno.

* Material enclosed.

MEETING REPORT
DATE OF MEETING:

March 13, 1997

GROUP/SUBJECT:

Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT)

PERSONS ATTENDING:

Members: Chair Jon Kvistad and Ed Washington, Metro Council; Charlie Hales, City of
Portland; Ed Lindquist, Clackamas County;
David Yaden (alt.)/ Tri-Met; Jim Kight,
Cities in Multnomah County; Craig Lomnicki,
Cities in Clackamas County; Grace Crunican,
ODOT; Dave Lohman (alt.), Port of Portland;
Tanya Collier, Multnomah County; Dean
Lookingbill (alt.), Southwest Washington
RTC; Lou Ogden (alt.)/ Cities of Washington
County; Roy Rogers, Washington County; and
Mary Legry (alt.), WSDOT
Guests: Don Wagner (JPACT alt.) and Dave
Williams, ODOT; Jim Howell, AORTA; Howard
Harris, DEQ; Rosemary Trudeau, CPO 12; Doug
Longhurst, Pacific University; Ivan Burnett,
City of Forest Grove; John Magnano, WSDOT;
Lisa Naito (JPACT alt.), Metro; Steve
Dotterrer, Elsa Coleman, Steve Dotterrer,
Marc Zolton and Mark Lear, City of Portland;
Susie Lahsene, Port of Portland; Scott Rice,
City of Cornelius; Karl Mawson, City of
Forest Grove; Peter Fry, Central Eastside
Industrial Council; John Rist and Rod
Sandoz, Clackamas County; John Rosenberger,
Washington County; Dick Feeney, Bernie
Bottomly and G.B. Arrington, Tri-Met; Xavier
Falconi, TVEDC; Mayor Drake, City of Beaverton (JPACT member); Richard Ross, City of
Gresham; and Phil Donovan, Office of Congressman Blumenauer
Staff: Andy Cotugno, Mike Hoglund, Pamela
Peck and Lois Kaplan, Secretary

MEDIA:

Gordon Oliver, The Oregonian

SUMMARY:
The meeting was called to order and a quorum declared by Chair
Jon Kvistad.
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MEETING REPORT
Commissioner Rogers moved, seconded by Commissioner Lindquist, to
approve the February 13, 1997 JPACT meeting report as submitted.
The motion PASSED unanimously.
TRIBUTE TO DICK WAKER
Chair Kvistad noted the recent passing of former JPACT Chair and
Metro Presiding Officer, Dick Waker. He acknowledged that Metro
and JPACT will be missing a good friend of the region.
RESOLUTION
METRO/ODOT
COMMISSION
ZATION AND

NO. 97-2467 - AMENDING THE MTIP AND ADOPTING A JOINT
REGION 1 RECOMMENDATION TO THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION
TO ALLOCATE ANTICIPATED FY 1998-2001 STATE MODERNIREGIONAL FLEXIBLE FUNDS

Andy Cotugno explained that this resolution represents a major
step in the process toward approving the Metro Transportation
Improvement Program (MTIP) and State Transportation Improvement
Program (STIP). Back in September, a public meeting was held
followed by release of a draft program for public comment. A
series of four public meetings were held in the Portland metropolitan region in February. March 11 concluded the public
comment period.
This year, the MTIP/STIP process was conducted as a joint effort
with ODOT. ODOT also held public hearings throughout the state
outside the metro area. Andy reported that 3 60 comments were
received, 296 of which were in support of the Highway 47 project.
Andy then reviewed the Staff Report/Resolution that would amend
the MTIP and adopt a joint Metro/ODOT Region 1 recommendation for
allocation of the FY 1998-2001 state Modernization and Regional
Flex Program funds. Also reviewed were the "friendly amendments"
proposed by TPAC at its February 28 meeting.
Andy explained that the ODOT/Metro objective was to maintain
current commitments; to acknowledge already allocated Flex funds
that will spill over into FY 98; and allocate a portion of the
Flex Program to fully fund previously funded projects in ODOT's
Modernization program.
It was noted that Resolves 5 (relating to allocation of "urban"
area projects before programming of "rural" area projects) and 6
(relating to "Safety and Bridge" program funding) are subject to
approval of the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC).
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Exhibit A to the resolution identifies the state's FY 98-01
Modernization projects and the regional Flex projects, which are
comprised of Regional STP, CMAQ and Transportation Enhancement
funds. Exhibit B reflects the Flex Fund recommendation for new
projects for FY 98-2001.
A document and addendum of public comments received on the MTIP/
STIP was distributed at the meeting.
Action Taken: Commissioner Hales moved, seconded by Dave Yaden,
to recommend approval of Resolution No. 97-24 67, amending the
MTIP and adopting a joint Metro/ODOT Region 1 recommendation to
the Oregon Transportation Commission to allocate anticipated FY
1998-2001 state Modernization and Regional Flexible funds.
In discussion, Doug Longhurst of Pacific University thanked Metro
staff and the Metro Council Transportation Planning Committee for
its efforts on behalf of the Highway 47 project. He distributed
an open letter from the residents, businesses, organizations and
public and private institutions of Forest Grove in support of the
Highway 47 truck route bypass project as a regional transportation priority.
Commissioner Collier expressed Multnomah County's appreciation
for committee and staff support of the Hawthorne Bridge sidewalks, enabling them to undertake several improvements relating
to cables, decks and painting. A discussion followed on the
bridge color scheme. Commissioner Collier reported that five
artists were enlisted to view the Hawthorne Bridge in all kinds
of weather and light in order to select the right colors, which
resulted in green, rust and black.
Dave Lohman commented that the inclusion of preliminary engineering funds for freight mobility projects is the third allocation the Port has received. It represents about 7 percent of the
total allocation. He noted that funding in the pipeline for
freight mobility has been limited even though freight mobility
forms the basis for international trade. He urged the committee
to be supportive of such considerations in the future.
In calling for the question, the motion PASSED unanimously.
RESOLUTION NO. 97-2464 - APPROVING THE FY 1998 UNIFIED WORK
PROGRAM
Andy Cotugno explained that the FY 1998 Unified Work Program
includes all federally-funded local projects of regional
significance.
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Action Taken: Councilor Washington moved, seconded by Commissioner Lindquist, to recommend approval of Resolution No. 972464, approving the FY 1998 Unified Work Program. The motion
PASSED unanimously.
WASHINGTON. D.C. RECAP
Andy Cotugno felt that Metro area representatives experienced a
strong sense of support for ISTEA and light rail by the Oregon
delegation on their recent trip to Washington, D.C. He noted
that meetings were held with the entire Metro area delegation,
highlighting their responses and the region's impact coming from
a position of unanimity. Andy reported a surprising endorsement
by Congressman Rahall and Shuster at the Transportation and
Infrastructure ISTEA hearing, with comments indicating that the
South/North project would be a hallmark project.
Andy also reported on Congresswoman Furse's contact with the
Senate Appropriations Committee and Congressman Blumenauer being
appointed to the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee.
A meeting was held with FTA, indicating there is $5.7 billion in
the six-year authorization bill. $3.7 billion has already been
committed, leaving a balance of $2.0 billion for allocation.
In summary, Andy concluded that the South/North light rail
project is moving forward and viewed positively.
Commissioner Hales thanked Andy Cotugno for his support. He
cited the importance of everyone from the region being prepared.
Success of the trip resulted from the Congressional delegation
being of one accord; the region and the MPO being in consensus on
projects; and the connection between land use and transportation
being emphasized. He expressed initial concern in that Senator
Hatfield was no longer on the scene but felt that there was no
political backlash against previous Portland area light rail
allocation because of the way the Senator had conducted himself
throughout his career. He commented that the region owes Senator
Hatfield a debt of gratitude.
Commissioner Lindquist reported that there are new team players
that are in full support of the projects.
Councilor Washington publicly thanked Councilor Naito who, at the
last minute, substituted for him on the Washington, D.C. trip in
light of his family emergency. He shared the enthusiasm of the
teamwork demonstrated by the Congressional delegation and thanked
Metro staff for their preparation for the trip.
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Mayor Ogden, attending his first JPACT meeting as alternate for
the cities of Washington County, commented that he had recently
met with the entire Oregon delegation, with the exception of
Congresswoman Furse and Congressman DeFazio, who expressed
support for full authorization of ISTEA as committed to in its
present form. Also discussed were efforts to maintain our
statewide interests for Amtrak.
Dick Feeney, Executive Director of Governmental Affairs at TriMet, felt that the group representing the region was more focused
than ever before and was received exceptionally well by the
Oregon delegation. He reported on the $5.7 billion allocation
for transit over a period of six years rather than five years.
He indicated that there was some indecision about whether the
Transportation Loan Program can be paid back through federal
formula funds.
Chair Kvistad noted that he also met with Senators Gorton and
Murray from the Washington delegation on the issue of rail when
he was back in Washington, D.C and had been well received.
TRANSIT CHOICES FOR LIVABILITY
Dave Yaden, Tri-Met's Executive Director of Policy and Planning,
reported that the first phase of the Transit Choices for Livability project has been completed and the Regional Advisory
Committee has published its report. Copies of the document were
distributed at the meeting.
G.B. Arrington, Tri-Met's Director of Strategic Planning, spoke
of the need for more transit in the suburbs but to provide it in
a different way. The committee addressed the mobility and growth
management goals of the Regional Centers of Hillsboro, Gresham,
Beaverton and Oregon City in order to respond to their traffic
needs.
The Tri-Met Board
pilot projects in
workshops will be
discussion on the

will be asked for $2 million to implement two
September. G.B. reported that four community
held in the Metro area to engage the public in
pilot projects. They are scheduled as follows:

Wednesday, April 2
7:00 p.m.
Gresham City Hall
Thursday, April 3
7:00 p.m.
Carnegie Center, Oregon City
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Monday, April 7
7:00 p.m.
Hillsboro City Hall
Tuesday, April 8
7:00 p.m.
Beaverton City Hall
Key findings of the Regional Advisory Committee resulted in the
need to address suburban transit service now; a different
approach in transit tailored to the suburban community travel
needs; the need for public/private partnerships to provide a more
cost-effective service; strengthening the transit/land use connection; and seeking additional funds for transit.
Tri-Met will strive to get community ownership for those services
tailored to the suburban community. Strategies have been identified which include use of a smaller, suburban bus and projects
that have a high partnership stemming from either employers or
marketing of those projects.
G.B. reported that they're on an aggressive schedule.
Commissioner Hales felt that Tri-Met's effort will result in
added value to the transportation system. He noted that everyone
seems to be supportive of the light rail extension to the airport.
Chair Kvistad thanked Tri-Met for its effort and was happy that
the issue of suburban transit was being addressed.
SMITHSONIAN EXHIBIT
Chair Kvistad asked if a request could be forwarded to the TriMet Board for bus accommodations to America's Smithsonian exhibit
scheduled at the Portland Expo Center in April. Dave Yaden
indicated he would forward the request.
LEGISLATIVE ISSUES
Discussion was held on the legislative proposal for a 10-cent gas
tax increase along with a $20.00/year vehicle registration fee
increase. The first 6 cents of the gas tax increase would go to
operations, maintenance and preservation with the remainder
allocated for capital through the proposed Livability and
Economic Opportunity (LEO) Fund.
Comments included the fact that there is a lot of activity going
on with the trucking community and significant shifts of cost
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responsibility at issue. The Association of Oregon Counties
(AOC) have proposed a $10.00 vehicle registration fee add-on in
the four urban counties. In addition, the coalition of county
representatives is proposing a second package for legislative
consideration that would address "special needs" in the small
cities and small counties.
Grace Crunican asked whether JPACT has taken a position on this
matter. Commissioner Rogers indicated that it has not been
considered by JPACT but has been considered by Clackamas, Washington and Multnomah Counties. He spoke of the need for a better
formula based on the growth the counties have encountered. He
also noted that it hasn't addressed the Multnomah County bridge
problems as well. He noted that the tri-county area cannot
survive and implement Region 2040 with the allocation/distribution as currently proposed.
It was noted that Senate Bill 100 included no change in the
formula at a time when land use compliance must be addressed.
The counties feel the current funding formula is geared for rural
counties. There is no recognition in the formula relating to
urban counties' need to meet state mandates in order to make the
densities work and take care of the urban problems.
Commissioner Rogers asked for ODOT assistance in addressing the
problem. He noted that the standards in the county are the same
as those for roadways located within the city.
Mayor Lomnicki, Chair of the League of Oregon Cities Transportation Committee, noted that he has been in discussion with the
state on the Oregon Transportation Initiative. He thought the
AOC understood that the new 50/30/20 formula takes into account
giving more dollars to the counties by recognizing those roads
that are on the urban systems.
A discussion followed on the differences in the formula allocation between cities and counties. Mayor Lomnicki indicated that
the concern is over funds that have not yet been secured. He
expressed concern that there is a difference of opinion so late
in the process. He spoke of the split between counties and
cities and the need to recognize the importance of net benefit.
Issues raised were whether this is the proper direction for those
funds as a region and whether it diminishes the capacity for us
as a region. The region's priority is for an arterial improvement program funded regionally and balanced against the Oregon
Transportation Initiative.
Commissioner Hales reported that the City of Portland has
established three issues to be addressed by the Legislature:
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1) a responsible response to Ballot Measure 47; 2) real improvement in school funding; and 3) real improvement in transportation
funding. He felt a 10-cent gas tax increase is enough to make a
difference. He cited the importance of communicating which
projects we wish to support with revenue based upon passage of a
gas tax increase.
A discussion followed on whether the counties will receive enough
through the existing formula and increase to be effective. Commissioner Hales felt the proposal is within bounds.
Commissioner Collier expressed support of the proposed surcharge,
hoped the Legislature would also be supportive, and did not feel
it would interrupt the Arterial Program. She noted that densities are not an issue in Multnomah County but that bridges pose a
problem.
Grace Crunican indicated that part of the counties' proposal is
not to go along with the Governor's proposal for the OTI. She
noted that the OTI proposes two funds: one for operations and
maintenance and one for capital. The counties want to keep their
capital funds. A discussion followed on public process and
competition at the regional level. Grace indicated she would be
more supportive of the AOC proposal if the $10.00 were put into a
regional Arterial Fund. By sending the funds directly to the
counties, the benefit of discussion is lost and it lacks competition at the JPACT table.
Dave Lohman noted that he supported Grace's concerns. The Port
wants to support county projects that provide freight mobility.
If it becomes county-isolated funding, he felt that flexibility
would be limited.
Chair Kvistad spoke of JPACT's role as a facilitator, regional
coordinator and communicator and the need for a team effort. He
suggested that a memo be drafted for consideration at the next
JPACT meeting. He also cited the need to be supportive of a
regional and state package. He felt the counties should coordinate with ODOT and the cities prior to allocation of funds. He
indicated he would work with Councilor Washington and Andy
Cotugno to provide an overview of the components of the add-on
proposal, its purpose, its impacts, and how JPACT can be supportive.
Mayor Lomnicki indicated the House Transportation Committee
meeting is scheduled for the week of March 17. This proposal has
not been discussed by the JPACT Finance Committee.
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Commissioner Collier didn't want to hurt the state's proposal but
felt a plan could be developed for the best use of the $10.00
add-on funds.
Action Taken: There was committee consensus to schedule a JPACT
Finance Committee meeting on Tuesday, March 18, at 8:00 a.m. to
discuss the add-on legislative proposal, providing the committee
with available information. Commissioner Hales volunteered to
work with Andy Cotugno in providing materials on the STIP relating to the $10.00 surcharge. Commissioner Washington asked that
Councilor Naito, Chair of Metro's Governmental Affairs Committee,
also be included. Councilor Naito indicated that she would be
happy to work with the JPACT Finance Committee, citing the importance of resolving the issue as soon as possible.
It was noted that there are no representatives on the JPACT
Finance Committee from the cities of each county. Commissioner
Lindquist cautioned the committee in not losing sight of the
regional impact.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
REPORT WRITTEN BY:

Lois Kaplan

COPIES TO:

Mike Burton
JPACT Members
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April 24, 1997

Mr. William Blosser, Chair
Land Conservation and Development Commission
1175 Court Street Northeast
Salem, Oregon 97310-0590
Dear Mr. Blosser:
This letter is in response to the Commission's Transportation Planning Rule evaluation report. Metro's
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT), Metro Policy Advisory Committee
(MPAC) and the Metro Council have reviewed the draft recommendations prepared by your consultant
on possible changes to the rule. The following comments are submitted for your consideration:
Broader Mission of the TPR
The consultant's review of the TPR focuses on the specific requirements for local governments to achieve
per capita reductions in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and parking spaces. The consultant has
provided a number of findings on both of these quantitative measures. Specific comments on their
findings are included in this letter.
Metro and its partners urge you to expand your review to consider the broader context of these measures
as they relate to the overall mission of the TPR. We believe that Section 660.12.035(7) envisions a
broader review when it directs the Commission to evaluate "...the results of efforts to achieve the
[parking and VMT/capita] reductions." In this context, we believe that the Commission should define
"results" as the effectiveness of the measures in helping local governments to plan for compact, multimodal and more livable communities. In the Portland region, the 2040 Growth Concept began this
effort; the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan has begun implementation; and we are
continuing to use these measures and others to develop the transportation element of the Regional
Framework Plan.
We therefore conclude that it is premature to revise the current standards, as recommended in the draft
report to the Commission. Instead, we propose that the LCDC adopt new language that better defines
the role of these measures in acknowledging local transportation plans. The new compliance language
should be molded around a principle of good faith, with recognition of the extensive effort that the
Portland region has made toward both the letter and intent of the TPR. We believe that, when the
Commission evaluates the transportation element of the Regional Framework Plan, the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) and local transportation system plans, acknowledgment should be based
upon our best effort to meet the intent of the TPR while balancing competing land use and transportation
goals to build more livable communities.
Instead, the draft recommendations proposed in the consultant's report are narrowly focused on
standards and punitive measures that would not necessarily reflect the broader philosophical intent of
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the TPR. We propose that the Commission delay a change to the VMT and parking requirements until
(1) Metro has completed the Regional Framework Plan and (2) local governments in the Portland region
have adopted local plan amendments that implement the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan
(UGMFP).
The consultant has recommended changes in the rule that are heavily based on planning efforts in other
metropolitan planning areas (MPOs) in the state. However, Metro staff have also met with
representatives of other MPOs, and all MPOs question some of the consultant's conclusions about the
ability of these areas to meet the current requirements of the rule. Because the other MPOs encompass a
comparatively small number of municipalities and counties, we believe that more active land use
alternatives might be possible in these areas. Though they may lack the land use authority that
Metro possesses in the Portland region, our region includes the complexity of 27 separate cities and
counties. Other MPOs may include only three or four jurisdictions. The draft report does not fully
consider these differences, and how other MPOs could better meet both the letter and intent of the TPR
in building a more compact urban form.
In general, the draft report fails to fully consider land use efforts that have been, or could be, made to
meet the intent of the TPR. This is reflected by a cursory review of land use strategies made by other
MPOs and erroneous conclusions about Metro's Region 2040 findings. Based on mistaken VMT/capita
reduction statistics that were half the actual amount that was demonstrated for the Portland region in
the 2040 effort, the consultant seems to conclude that land use strategies will not make a meaningful
contribution to VMT/capita reduction. In fact, the bulk of the 10.8 percent VMT/capita reduction
demonstrated in the Region 2040 project was a result of closely coordinated land use and transportation
assumptions. Further, we believe that the land use alternatives requirement of the TPR is the best
reflection of the overall mission of the rule. The VMT/capita and parking reduction requirements
should serve as complements to this primary mission.
Proposed Revisions to the Draft Recommendations
The consultant's report also makes several good recommendations on the future use of the VMT and
parking standards. However, JPACT and MPAC recommended the following changes based upon our
own experiences as we begin to implement the TPR:
General Issue
•

We strongly endorse the consultant's finding that a broader set of measures should be used to
evaluate implementation of the TPR. Metro has begun to develop a long list of measures as part of
the regional TSP, some of which could be candidates for the TPR. We have attached a preliminary
list of these measures.

Chapter 2 - Results of Stakeholder Interviews
•

Section 2.4.7 (pages 14-15) should include a summary of Title 2 of the Portland MPO's Urban Growth
Management Functional Plan, which sets forth regional policy on parking, which was supported by
the DLCD and DEQ. This section should also reference level-of-service (LOS) provisions in Title 6
of the UGMFP and work from the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) alternatives analysis effort,
which focuses on LOS issues.

Chapter 3 - Measures to Achieve VMT Per Capita Reduction
•

The various VMT studies cited in Section 3.2 (page 29) are currently the best evidence available to
guide VMT policy. As such, they should be more strongly supported in the conclusions made in this
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section.
•

Section 3.2.2.3 (page 45) regarding pedestrian, bicycle and transit-oriented design should include a
summary of relevant Region 2040 and LUTRAQ findings because they are currently the best
evidence available on the connection between land use and alternative modes of travel.

Chapter 4 - MPO Plans to Reduce Per Capita VMT and Parking
•

The VMT/capita reduction figure of 5.4 percent shown in Section 4.4.1 for the metro region (page 54)
is incorrect. The 2040 Recommended Alternative analysis showed a 10.8 percent reduction in
VMT/capita. This error substantially affects the conclusions made in this section regarding the
ability of MPOs to meet the 10 percent reduction goal.

•

Section 4.4.3 regarding expected results from regional and local efforts (page 56) also shows an
incorrect 5.4 percent VMT/capita reduction (see previous comment). This section should also be
revised to list Metro's adopted Functional Plan requirements that will contribute to VMT/capita
reduction, including the parking provisions contained in Title 2 and the Boulevard design,
connectivity, modal targets and alternative LOS provisions in Title 6.

Chapter 6 - Conclusions and Recommendations
Section 6.5 (beginning on page 91):
•

Item 5 (page 91) regarding VMT/capita reduction should differentiate between the kinds of
strategies that are necessary to achieve a 5 percent versus 10 percent reduction in VMT/capita. At
this time, it is also premature to modify the 10 percent reduction requirement since the Portland
MPO is still involved in a major update to the RTP and is working toward compliance with the
current 10 percent standard. Also, from a practical standpoint, the Commission should also consider
establishing a fixed based year upon which local TSP findings on VMT per capita would be based.
Compliance with the Transportation Planning Rule for Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) reduction is
an important issue in the Evaluation Report. The Report recommends changing the standard from
10% reduction in VMT per capita in the 20-year planning period and 20% reduction in 30 years to 5%
and 10% VMT reductions, respectively.
Lowering the high target is the wrong approach. Policy-makers should understand and evaluate
both the policy approaches taken to reduce reliance on the automobile that have reduced VMT and
the policy approaches needed to meet the TPR targets even if those policies are not adopted. To
recognize some MPO difficulties and retain the VMT target, the compliance requirement could be
modified to be a demonstration of the following three steps:
1. The following policies (Evaluation Report, p. 91) to reduce VMT per capita have been included
in the Transportation System Plan:
a. Maintaining and enhancing compact, mixed-use communities;
b.

Introducing market-based strategies which will affect both the timing and the choice of
mode of trips;

c.

Funding and deploying high levels of transit services in corridors where public
transportation can economically meet travel needs;
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d. Managing parking and activity centers which are accessible by alternative modes to reduce
both the number and the impact of excess parking spaces; and
e. Prioritizing the types and locations of transportation investments to support the growth of
centers and corridors where accessibility by alternative modes is greatest.
2. That additional policies are considered, including pricing policies, to achieve the 10 percent
and 20 percent VMT reduction targets, including the rationale for not selecting these additional
measures.
•

Item 7 (page 92) regarding mandatory funding and implementation of demand management
strategies should not be included in the recommendations. While demand management is a key
ingredient of the Portland region's transportation strategy, it is premature to determine its funding
importance with relation to other critical transportation needs.

•

Item 9 (page 93), linking MPO performance to funding for transportation improvements, is an
inappropriate approach to implementation of the TPR. As stated previously in this letter, we
propose a "good faith" approach to compliance with the rule, rather than a punitive one. Instead,
the Commission should consider rewarding MPOs that make the best effort toward meeting the
TPR.

•

Items 11 and 12 (page 95) regarding pricing approaches prematurely concludes that supply-based
parking strategies are not an effective approach to per capita parking reductions. In fact, the
pricing strategies recommended by the consultant represent a bigger leap of faith than supplybased approaches. The updated RTP will also address this provision, and may demonstrate that
supply-based strategies will achieve the TPR standard. Further, Title 2 of the recently adopted
UGMFP, which uses a supply-based approach, will be reflected in the RTP.

•

Item 14 (page 94-95) proposes a pricing demonstration project. While Metro is involved in a major
study of pricing (to be completed in June 1998), we have not, and could not, conclude that "...reducing
automobile reliance will not be possible without pricing...", a conclusion reached in the consultant's
report. At this time, prior to completion of major pricing studies, it is premature to include pricing
as a central theme in the TPR.

•

Item 16 (page 95) regarding changes to statewide LOS standards should include a reference to
related work that Metro has already done in Title 6, Section 4 of the Functional Plan. A version of
the optional LOS standard contained in Title 6 of the Functional Plan will likely be included in the
regional TSP.

Thank you for reviewing our comments. We have attached supporting documents for your consideration,
and look forward to working with the Commission in the future on these issues.
Sincerely,

Jon Kvistad, JPACT Chair
Metro Council Presiding Officer
Attachments

Rob Drake, MPAC Chair

STAFF REPORT
CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTION NO. 97-2487 FOR THE PURPOSE OF
RECOMMENDING A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR ADOPTION BY THE
OREGON TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION IN THE FY 98-2 001 STIP
Date:

April 2, 1997

Presented by:

Andrew Cotugno

Proposed Action
Approval of this resolution would amend the Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Program (MTIP) to include an FY 98-01
Development Program (see Exhibit A of the resolution) and recommends adoption of this program by the Oregon Transportation
Commission (OTC) in the State Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP).
The resolution also amends the MTIP to include FY 98-01 Bridge
and Highway Preservation projects included in the Draft STIP (see
Exhibit B of the resolution); recommends adoption of the projects
by the OTC in the Final STIP; and authorizes Metro staff to
administratively amend the program to reflect any revisions that
may result as final scope and cost estimates are developed by
ODOT for the statewide program of such projects.
Background and Analysis
Metro Resolution No. 97-2467 was recently approved and allocated
all expected FY 98-01 Modernization funds to current and newly
programmed transportation construction projects. The resolution
did not address two other discretionary program areas that are
also the subject of updated programming in the new STIP: the
Development Program and the Bridge and Highway Preservation
Programs.
Development Program
The Development Program is a set of State Highway Modernization
projects (as opposed to local system projects) approved for
expenditure of state gas tax funds to complete environmental
analyses and/or preliminary engineering through FY 98-01, but
which do not enjoy any commitment of construction funds. The
Development Program does not expend Regional Flexible funds but,
nevertheless, the region has an interest in these projects: they
address early planning prerequisites and, therefore, Development
projects become the logical candidates for allocation of FY 02-03
construction funds in the next STIP update cycle.
As was the case with the State Modernization Program, there are
no new Development projects "on the table" at this time. The
Development Program makes no commitment of construction funds and
commits only inexpensive "front-end" project planning and design
dollars. Therefore, it has traditionally been vastly overprogrammed. That is, the cost to build all the projects ODOT
traditionally has in development during any one STIP cycle dwarfs
the actual construction funds that will be available in the next
STIP cycle. The OTC desired to reduce this overprogramming

because the practice consumes scarce transportation funds
designing projects that have no hope of timely construction.
Therefore, the OTC required ODOT Region 1 staff to identify a set
of projects to be developed over the next four years whose
eventual expected cost to construct will be no greater than $13 6
million. This is the amount of construction funds the OTC
expects will be available in the two-year period FY 02-03. This
requires eliminating from the STIP currently approved Development
projects whose total expected construction cost exceeds $400
million. Metro and ODOT Region 1 staff have agreed to recommend
OTC adoption of the Development Program list shown in Exhibit A
of the Resolution.
The list of recommended Development projects is composed mostly
of work phases that have been deferred from the region's priority
highway projects currently under construction: e.g., completion
of US 26 widening/reconstruction; Phase 2 of the I-5/217/Kruse
Way Interchange Reconstruction and upgrade of Farmington Road to
urban standards as part of a deal to release this state highway
to ownership by Washington County. The set of projects recommended for EIS completion represent, appropriately, the "next
wave" of system expansion projects including the elements of the
Tualatin-Sherwood Expressway and the Sunrise Corridor.
In trimming the Development Program, ODOT has eliminated what was
formerly known as the Reconnaissance Section. This was a work
program whose purpose was analysis of Regional Highway system
deficiencies that was the first step in refining the scope of
projects destined for detailed analysis and preliminary design in
the Development Program. With elimination of this activity as a
formal element of the STIP, the planning work programs maintained
by both ODOT and Metro's Transportation Planning Department will
need to address this function. For instance, it should be
expected that the scope and detail of current and future planning
efforts such as the South Willamette River Crossing Study, and
the planned Highway 217, 1-5 North and 1-205 Corridor Studies
will need to be adequately funded in order to serve the function
of the defunct Reconnaissance Section.
Bridge and Preservation Program
A second subject of the resolution is the somewhat perfunctory
adoption of Bridge and Highway Preservation projects included in
the Draft STIP (see Exhibit B ) . ODOT maintains a statewide
system for identification of these needs and for prioritizing the
projects. The region's local governments have expressed satisfaction with both the technical and equity basis for the project
selection and prioritization process used by ODOT and Metro has
traditionally been satisfied to approve the Draft STIP recommendation without further consideration. This continues to be
the case. It should also be noted though that the current
program of such projects is quite likely to change as final scope
and cost estimates for the entire statewide program are refined.
Therefore, the current program of projects should be considered
tentative and will be modified administratively throughout the
period of the new STIP.

BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL
FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECOMMENDING )
A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR ADOP- )
TION BY THE OREGON TRANSPORTATION)
COMMISSION IN THE FY 98-2001 STIP)

RESOLUTION NO. 97-2487
Introduced by
Presiding Officer Kvistad,
Chair, JPACT

WHEREAS, ODOT and Metro are jointly preparing a recommendation to the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) of the
Portland urban area transportation projects that should be
included in the FY 98-01 Metropolitan and State Transportation
Improvement Programs (MTIP/STIP); and
WHEREAS, Metro Resolution No. 97-2467 approved allocation of
expected FY 98-01 state gas tax and federal Modernization funds
to current and newly programmed projects and recommended this
program for adoption by the Oregon Transportation Commission
(OTC) in the STIP; and
WHEREAS, ODOT also maintains a Development Program which
identifies projects that will be the subject of environmental
analyses and preliminary engineering during the four-year MTIP/
STIP period; and
WHEREAS, These Development projects are prioritized for
receipt of construction funds in the following MTIP/STIP cycle
(i.e., FY 02-03); and
WHEREAS, ODOT has, in the current update, been directed by
the OTC to reduce the Development Program to reflect Modernization funding amounts that are anticipated to be available in the
next update cycle; and
WHEREAS, The Draft FY 98-01 STIP includes ODOT's proposed
funding for such projects in the current funding cycle; now,
therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED:
1.

Metro approves inclusion in the MTIP of the Development

Program reflected in Exhibit A and recommends adoption of this
Program by the OTC for inclusion in the State Transportation
Improvement Program.
2.

Metro approves inclusion in the MTIP of the Bridge and

Highway Preservation Program reflected in Exhibit B and recommends adoption of this program by the OTC for inclusion in the
State Transportation Improvement Program.
3.

Staff are authorized to administratively update the

Bridge and Highway Preservation Program in response to changing
ODOT priorities that may result as updated scope and cost
estimates are prepared for individual projects statewide.
ADOPTED by the Metro Council this

day of

, 1997.

Jon Kvistad, Presiding Officer
Approved as to Form:

Daniel B. Cooper, General Counsel
TW:Imk/4-2-97
97-2487.RES

EXHIBIT A

ODOT Region 1
State Transportation Improvement Program
FY 1998-2001
Development Program
I.

Final Plans

Current Program

Proposed Program

1-5/Hwy. 217 Phase 2
Sunset/Sylvan Phase 3
Sunset/217 to Sylvan
Farmington Rd. Phase 2
Sunset/Murray to 217
217/TV to Sunset
TOTAL

Development
Development
Development
Development
Development
Development

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain

I-5/Wilsonville Phase 2
Hwy. 217/Scholls

Development
Development

Defer
Drop

Recon.
EIS
None
None

EIS
Retain
EIS
EIS

II.

$17.9 m.
$21.2
$7.7
$12.1
$11.2
$24.8
$94.9 m.

EIS

Tualatin-Sherwood Expy.
Sunrise/Unit I
Columbia/Killingsworth
Hwy. 224/Milwaukie
TOTAL

$ 72.0 m.
37.0
18.0
1.8
$128.8 m.

*Not part of Region 1 Development Program limit
Sunrise/Unit II
1-5/East Marquam
I-5/Greeley
Hwy. 217/TV to 72nd
Mt. Hood Parkway
III.

EIS
EIS
EIS
EIS
EIS

Total Region 1 - Urban Program
Total Region 1 - Rural Program
GRAND TOTAL

ACClmk
DEVELOP.LST
4-2-97

Defer
Defer
Defer
Defer
Defer
$151.7 m.
10.0
$161.7 m.

EXHIBIT B
WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE MEETING

EXHIBIT B

FILE# KEY#

FACILITY NAME

HWY

COUNTY

NO.

RURA
MPO

RESPON.
AGENCY

PROJECT
NAME

DESCRIPTION
OF WORK

WORK
TYPE

COST
(1,000)

98 STATE PRESERVATION
93-103 07155 Pacific West Highway
93-138 07191 Mt. Hood Highway
93-115 07167 NE Portland Highway

1W
26
123

Multnomah
Clackamas
Multnomah

RURAL

MPO

ODOT
ODOT

MPO

ODOT

Ped X-ing - SW 64th

Paving, curbs, sidewalk, etc.

Pres

4,870

MP 34.00 - MP 39.00
MLK Blvd - NE 60th Ave.

2" O'lay
2" O'lay

Pres

2,585

Pres

1,405
8,860

SUBTOTAL
98 I-PRESERVATION
10217

01489 Pacific Highway

97-3
92-26
96-24

09029 Various
06019 Various
08676 Various
09030 Columbia River Highway

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

NB Connection - SB Stadium Fwy

Deck Restoration

I-Pres

1,995

Various
Various
Various

MPO
MPO

ATMS
Traffic Loop Repair Unit 8
98 Protective Screening

Ramp Mtrs, Signs, Misc.
Repair/replace traffic loops
Install screening on structures

Safety
Safety
Safety

3,000
750

MPO

ODOT
ODOT
ODOT

2

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

148th Ave. Soundwall

Safety

47

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

Vista Ridge Tunnel

Install soundwall
Replace light system

190
630

1

98 SAFETY

97-4

93-172 09031 Sunset Highway

VAR
VAR
VAR

Safety

750

96-5

08897 Oswego Highway

3

Clackamas

MPO

ODOT

Oswego Hwy @ West A

Intersection improvements

Safety

830

96-4

08896 Oswego Highway

3

Clackamas

MPO

ODOT

Oswego Hwy @ McVey

Intersection Improvement

Safety

1,418

97-5

09348 Sunset Highway

47

Washington

RURAL

ODOT

Sunset Tunnel

Illumination

Safety
SUBTOTAL

1,575
9,143

98 BRIDGE
95-6
97-6
97-7

07572 Pacific Highway
09033 Columbia River Highway
09034 Columbia River Highway

97-8
97-9
90-28

09035 Pacific East Highway
09036 Pacific East Highway
04487 Columbia River Highway

95-6A
97-10

09037 Pacific Highway
09356 Mt. Hood Highway

97-11

09038 Pacific Highway

1

Clackamas

MPO

ODOT

Willamette Rv (Boone) Br.#2254A

2

Multnomah
Multnomah

MPO
MPO

ODOT
ODOT

Sandy River Br. #06875

Seismic retrofit (Phase 1)
Scour protection

Bridge
Bridge

1,575
360

Sandy River Br. #06875A

Scour protection

1E

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

1E

Multnomah
Hood River

MPO
RURAL

ODOT
ODOT

Clackamas

RURAL

26

Multnomah

1

Multnomah

2

2
1

Bridge

360

Bridge
Bridge

805
805 i
420

ODOT

UPRR & I-84 (Grand Ave.) Br.#7040 Replace bridge rail/sidewalks
I-84 OWR/NRR (MLK Ave) Br#2350A Replace bridge rail/sidewalks
OWR & NRR (West Bend) Br.
Replace Deck/Rail
Willamette River (Boone) Br.#2254A Deck Structure Overlay

MPO

ODOT

Ross Island Br.

Historic Rail Rebuild

Bridge

2,440

MPO

ODOT

Iowa Street Viaduct #8197

Deck O'lay & Seismic retrofit

Bridge

. 1,600

Bridge
Bridge

SUBTOTAL

2,730

11,095 |

98 HEP/SAFETY
93-70
93-63
97-12
96-25
96-26

07136
07045
09040
09021
09022

Various
Allen Blvd.
Mt. Hood Highway
Sunset Highway
Pacific East

VAR
VAR
26
47
1E

Clackamas
Washington
Multnomah
Washington
Multnomah

MPO Oregon City
MPO Beaverton
ODOT
MPO
RURAL
ODOT
MPO
ODOT

Ore. City Traffic Signal Upgrade/Optic Signal upgrades
SW 141st Ave- SW Menlo Ave.
Intersection improvements
Pacific West - Gresham
Sunset Hwy @ Jackson School Rd
Columbia Slough - Clack. Co. Line

CSIP Signals/Access Mgmt.
Illumination
CSIP Signals/Access Mgmt.

HEP
HEP
HEP
HEP
HEP

SUBTOTAL

214 j
605 j
378 I
54
389
1,640

98 LOCAL HBRR
94-28

08525 Anchor Way

VAR

Clackamas

RURAL Clack Co

Abernethy Cr Br. #06223

Pagei

Replace structure

HBRR

532

EXHIBIT B

08526 Old Highway 30
08489 Blehm Road

VAR

Columbia

RURAL

Col Co

Beaver Cr Br. #00136

Replace Structure

HBRR

300

94-30

VAR

Columbia

RURAL

Col Co

N Fork Scappoose Cr Br #013743

Replace Structure

HBRR

164

94-31

08490 Otto Miller Road

VAR

Columbia

RURAL

Col Co

S Fork Scappoose Cr Br #09C50

Replace Structure

HBRR

199

94-29

08500 NE 138thAve.

VAR

Multnomah

MPO

Mult Co

Columbia Slough Br. #25T15

Replace Structure

HBRR

840

VAR
VAR

Clackamas
Clackamas

Eagle Creek Br. #6561
Sandy River Br. #6580

Replace Structure
Replace Structure

HBRR
HBRR

VAR
VAR
VAR

Washington
Washington

Dairy Creek Br. #671288
Dairy Creek Br. #671286
Oswego Canal Br. #06429

Replace Structure
Replace Structure
Widen Structure

HBRR
HBRR
HBRR

3,195
190
327
265
6,432

FLH

4,000

94-32

78-130 01903
93-9 06333
93-109 07249
93-126 07248

Dowty Road

Lusted Road
Cedar Canyon Rd
Greenville Rd
93-141 07253 Childs Rd

Clackamas

RURAL Clack Co
RURAL Clack Co
RURAL Wash Co
Rural Wash Co
Clack Co
MPO

SUBTOTAL
98 FEDERAL LANDS HWY
07406 Mt. Hood Meadows Access R VAR

Clackamas

RURAL

FLH

Mt. Hood Meadows Access Road

Reconstruct roadway
TOTAL 1998

420

43,165

99 STATE PRESERVATION
93-116 07168 Lower Columbia Rv Hwy
93-132 07185 Clackamas/Boring Highway
93-106 07158 Wilson River Highway

2W
174
37

Multnomah
Clackamas
Washington

MPO
RURAL
RURAL

ODOT
ODOT
ODOT

Cornelius Pass Rd - St. John's Br.
Richey Rd - MP 8.87
MP 37.00-51.00

2" O'lay
2" O'lay
2" O'lay

Pres
Pres
Pres
SUBTOTAL

2,360
475
2,778
5,613

99 I-PRESERVATION
93-179 07973 Pacific Highway

1

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

O-Xing Columbia Blvd-Hassalo O-Xin Raise/Widen Structures

I-Pres

28,350

VAR

Various

MPO

ODOT

ATMS

Ramp Mtrs, Cameras, Misc.

Safety

3,000

Various

MPO

ODOT

Traffic Loop Repair Unit 9

Repair/replace traffic loops

Various

MPO
RURAL]

ODOT
ODOT

99 Protective Screening

Install screening on structures

Safety
Safety

Toothrock Tunnel

Replace light system

Safety

99 SAFETY
97-14

09345 Various
09346 Various

97-15

09347 Various

VAR
VAR

97-16

09349 Columbia River Highway

2

97-3A

99 BRIDGE
92-32B 09351 Northeast Portland Highway
97-17 09369 Pacific Highway
92-32A 09039 Northeast Portland Hwy
97-18 09032 East Portland Fwy

Multnomah

I

SUBTOTAL |

Multnomah

MPO

123
64

Multnomah
Multnomah

MPO
MPO

Clackamas

MPO

ODOT

68

Multnomah

MPO

COP

Col Co
Col Co

RURAL
RURAL

Col Co
Col Co

123
1

ODOT
St. Johns Bridge
ODOT/WD Columbia River (I-5) Br.
ODOT
St. Johns Bridge

09358 Cascade North

96-44

09361 Point Adams Road
09362 Fishhawk Road

Paint (1/2 cost is WDOT's)
Deck Structure Overlay

1,638 j
6,138

Bridge
Bridge
Bridge

Willamette Rv (Abernethy) Br.#9403

Seismic retrofit (Phase 1)
Bridge
SUBTOTAL

Airport Road - SE Flavel

CSIP Signals/Access Mgmt.

Westport Slough Bridge #09C097
Fishhawk Creek Bridge #13671

Replace structure
Replace structure

2,700 j
17,000 ;
3,700
3,270
26,670

SUBTOTAL

99 HEP/SAFETY
97-19

Repair historic rail, sidewalk

750 i
750 |

HEP

450

HBRR
HBRR

265

99 LOCAL HBRR
96-45

VAR
VAR

Page 2
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SUBTOTAL

412

TOTAL 99

67,633

2000 STATE PRESERVATION
97-22

09342 Pacific West Highway

1W

Washington

MPO

ODOT

97-23

09343 Various
09344 Pacific West Highway
09363 Mt. Hood Highway

VAR

Mult/Clack

MPO

ODOT

1W

Washington

MPO

Mult/Clack

M/R

ODOT
ODOT

97-24
97-25

26

Beaverton/Tigard Hwy - Tualatin Rv
I-405, I-5, I-205 Concrete Repair

3" inlay/o'lay
Repair failing concrete

Pres

1,560

Pres

580

SW 60th - Beaverton/Tigard Hwy

3" inlay/o'lay

Pres

500

Burnside St. - Sandy WCL

2" O'lay

Pres

3,400
6,040

SUBTOTAL
2000 I-PRESERVATION
93-181 07969 Columbia River Highway
93-177 03696 Pacific Highway

Hood River
Multnomah

RURAL
MPO

ODOT
ODOT

Mitchell Point - Hood River
Inlay truck lane/overlay
I-Pres
Interstate Br. - O-Xing Columbia Blvd. Upgrade Interchanges
I-Pres
SUBTOTAL

VAR

Various

MPO

ODOT

ATMS

Ramp Mtrs, Cameras, Misc.

Safety

3,000

VAR

Various

MPO

ODOT

Traffic Loop Repair Unit 10

Safety

750

VAR

Various
Hood River

MPO
RURAL

ODOT

2000 Protective Screening

Repair/replace traffic loops
Install screening on structures

ODOT

MP 49.10-MP 49.23

Rockfall Mitigation

Safety
Safety

750
1,050

2
1

7,770
2,520
10,290

2000 SAFETY
97-3B 09365 Various
97-26 09366 Various
97-20
97-21

09367 Various
09368 Mt. Hood Highway

26

SUBTOTAL

5,550

2000 BRIDGE
97-27

09357 Pacific Highway

93-74

07146 Sandy Blvd.
09370 Clackamas Highway

1

Multnomah

MPO ODOT/wdot Columbia River

59

Multnomah
Clackamas

MPO
MPO

Repair Deck (1/2 cost is WDOT's) Bridge

2,860

2000 HEP/SAFETY
97-28

171

COP
ODOT

Pacific East - NE 37th Ave.

CSIP Signals

River Rd. - Clackamas Interchange

CSIP Signals

HEP
HEP
SUBTOTAL

450
368

818

2000 LOCAL HBRR
96-43

09374 Rainbow Road

96-46

09375 Burris Road

VAR
VAR

2001 STATE PRESERVATION
1
97-29 09364 Pacific Highway
1E
93-117 09376 Pacific East Highway
1E
93-117 09377 Pacific East Highway
09378 Lower Columbia River Highwa 2W
1E
09379 Pacific East Highway
09380 Lower Columbia River Highwa 2W
1E
09381 Pacific East Highway

Clackamas
Col Co

Multnomah
Clackamas
Clackamas
Columbia
Multnomah
Multnomah
Multnomah

RURAL Clack Co
RURAL

Col Co

Eagle Creek Br. #6607
Nehalem River Bridge #13665A

Replace Structure
Replace midspan of structure

MPO
MPO
MPO
RURAL

ODOT
ODOT
ODOT
ODOT

MP 294.50 - MP 299.95
Roethe Rd. - Clackamas River
Milwaukie SCL - Roethe Rd.
Fall Cr. Rd. - Ford Cr.

2"
4"
4"
2"

MPO
MPO
MPO

ODOT

Columbia Blvd. - Broadway
Nicolai - Kittridge
Marine Dr. - Columbia Blvd.

2" o'lay

ODOT
ODOT

Page 3

147

HBRR

242

SUBTOTAL

389

TOTAL 2000

25,947

Inlay, barrier, g. rail, bridge
inlay/o"lay
inlay/o"lay
o'lay

2" inlay
2-3" inlay/o'lay

HBRR

Pres
Pres
Pres
Pres
Pres
Pres
Pres

5,760

i
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SUBTOTAL

5,760

97-30

2001 I-PRES
09382 Columbia River Highway

2

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

Sundial -Sandy River

Overlay

I-Pres

525

97-31

09383 Columbia River Highway

2

Multnomah

RURAL

ODOT

Sandy River - Corbett

Inlay/Overlay

I-Pres

2,835

SUBTOTAL

3,360

2001 SAFETY
97-32
97-33
97-34

09384
09385
09386
09387

Various
Various
Clackamas Highway
97-35
Various
92-30A 09388 Mt. Hood Highway
97-36 09389 Pacific West Highway
95-13 08005 Beaverton/Tualatin Highway
97-37 09390 Oswego Highway
92-47/4 09391 East Portland Freeway
97-38

09392 Pacific East Highway

97-39
91-46

09406 Mt. Hood Highway
04617 Clackamas/Boring Highway

97-40

09407 Pacific East Highway

VAR
VAR
171
VAR
26
1W
141
3
64
1E
26
174
1E

Various
Various
Clackamas
Various
Hood River
Washington

MPO
MPO
MPO
MPO
RURAL

Washington
Clackamas
Multnomah
Clackamas
Clackamas

RURAL

Clackamas
Clackamas

MPO

ODOT
ODOT
ODOT
ODOT
ODOT
ODOT

MP 72.00 - MP 75.00 (Rockfall)
Terwilliger Blvd. - Tualatin River

Signal Improvements
Rockfall Mitigation
Signals; Hwy 217-Main (3rd In)

MPO
MPO
MPO

ODOT
ODOT
ODOT

Beaverton/Tualatin Hwy @ Scholls
Oswego Hwy @ Terwilliger Blvd.
I-205 @ Glisan St. Ramps

Left turn channelization
Add right turn lanes

Traffic Loop Repair Unit 11
2001 Protective Screening
E Portland Fwy - SPRR O-Xing
Region 1 Signals (Hwys 29, 40, 64)

ODOT/Milw SPRR X-ing - Park Ave.
ODOT
N. Fork Johnson Cr-N Fork Deep Cr.
ODOT
Clackamas/Boring Hwy @ 282nd
RURAL
RURAL
ODOT
Pacific East @ So. End Road
MPO

Repair/replace traffic loops
Install screening on structures
Add third lane

Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety
Safety

Right turn lane

Safety

2001 BRIDGE
09350 Pacific East Highway
92-32C 09393 Northeast Portland Highway

1E

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

SPRR & Division St. (Paulson) Via.

123

Multnomah

MPO

ODOT

St. John's Bridge

Mt. Hood Highway

26
102

Multnomah

MPO
RURAL

ODOT

Ross Island Bridge
Naylor Creek Bridge

Nehalem Highway
Swift Highway
Oswego Highway

120

Pacific West Highway
Pacific West Highway

3
1W
1W

Pacific Highway
Pacific Highway

1
1

Washington
Multnomah

MPO

ODOT
ODOT

Clackamas

MPO

ODOT

Multnomah
Multnomah

MPO
MPO

ODOT
ODOT

Multnomah

MPO
MPO

ODOT
ODOT

Multnomah

410

Close X-ings & Intch. @ 282nd

Safety

735

Roundabout or signal
Realign., signal, illumination

Safety
Safety

252
819

Reconst. int & upgrade signal

9,039

Replace structure
Painting

Bridge

18,700

Bridge

12,000

Painting

Bridge

Replace structure
Deck Structure O'lay

Bridge
Bridge

Historic Rail Rebuild

Bridge

Columbia Slough (Schmeer Rd.) Br.

Bridge Rail
Bridge Rail

Bridge
Bridge

I-5
I-5

Raise
Raise

Bridge
Bridge

Columbia Slough Bridge
Willamette River (Oregon City) Br.
Columbia Blvd. Br.

SUBTOTAL

97-43
97-44

2001 HEP/SAFETY
09394 Northeast Portland Highway
09395 Bachelor Flat Road
09396 SW 198th

96-47

09400 North Bank Road

97-42

123
VAR

Multnomah

VAR

Columbia
Washington

VAR

Col Co

MPO
RURAL
MPO

326
313

Safety
Safety
j Safety

SUBTOTAL
97-41

750
750
770
191
3,150
466
107

COP
Pacific East - Philadelphia Ave.
Col Co
Bachelor Flat Rd @ Gable Rd.
Wash. Co. SW 198th @ SW Johnson St.

30,700

CSIP Signals
Realign Intersection
Install fully actuated signal/illu.
SUBTOTAL

HEP
HEP
HEP

415
84
194
693

HBRR

382

2001 LOCAL HBRR
RURAL

Col Co

Fishhawk Creek Bridge #09C118

Replace structure
!
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2001 FORREST HWY
96-12B 08901 Clackamas Highway

171

Clackamas

RURAL

FHWA

FDR #4630 - Ripplebrook Br

Page 5

Reconstruct roadway

FLH

5,000

TOTAL 2001

54,934

GRAND TOTAL

191,679

Portland Regional Transportation Funding
'97 Legislative Session
Areas of Consensus

•

Adopt a balanced funding program that addresses all passenger and freight modes rather
than one at the expense of another.

•

Increase State Gas Tax 6 cents per gallon plus weight-mile tax @ 38 percent costresponsibility dedicated to Operations, Maintenance & Preservation; distribute 50/30/20 to
ODOT/Counties/Cities.

•

Increase Vehicle Registration Fee within Clackamas, Multnomah, Washington and Marion
Counties by $10 per year ($20 per biennium) for Operations, Maintenance and Preservation; counties, cities and ODOT must agree on process for distribution; priority in
Multnomah County for Willamette River bridges; sunset in 2005.

•

Adopt a flexible funding source (such as the proposed statewide Access Fee on households
and businesses) to fund special transit service to the elderly and disabled community plus
provide flexible funding for multi-modal transportation improvements.

•

Provide a $3 million per year Eastern Oregon Road Fund Safety Net; sunset in 2005.

•

Increase the Small Cities Program from $1 million to $2 million per year and the Small
Counties Program from $750,000 to $1.5 million per year.

•

Increase State Gas Tax 4 cents per gallon plus weight-mile tax @ 15 percent costresponsibility dedicated to Modernization.

•

Increase Vehicle Registration Fee $20 per year ($40 per biennium) plus truck fees @ 15
percent cost responsibility dedicated to Modernization.

•

ODOT/AOC/LOC will develop definition of Operations, Maintenance & Preservation to
include upgrading roads to urban standards within urban growth boundaries and definition
of Modernization to include major rehabilitation and/or reconstruction projects.

•

Provide local option authority for the Access Fee to cities, counties, Metro and Tri-Met;
in addition, allow the formation of special districts under expanded ORS 190 authority to
implement local option transportation fees.

•

Levy a $10.00 per tire studded tire for Operations, Maintenance and Preservation to
reflect the cost responsibility for pavement damage.

-2-

Allocation of Modernization Funds

•

Commit the first 1-cent gas tax plus weight-mile tax of Modernization funds to a bonding
program administered by the Oregon Transportation Commission to fund key priority
projects in the State and Metropolitan Transportation Improvement Programs.

•

Allocate the remaining 3 cents, statewide vehicle registration fee and associated truck
taxes 50/30/20 to ODOT/Counties/Cities with the requirement that prioritization of
projects for funding be based upon "Livability and Economic Opportunity Criteria"
consistent with adopted Transportation System Plans.

•

Recommendations will be brought back to the '99 Legislature regarding pooling of
Modernization funds in regions. In the interim, regions are encouraged to form to
coordinate prioritization of Modernization projects. Regions that choose to form will
allocate their portion of the Access Fee not used for Special Needs Transit. Outside of
these regions, ODOT, AOC, and LOC will develop a process for allocation of the Access
Fee.

•

Authorize Design/Build approach to implementing state and local projects.
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12-1001 sheave supports
16 cables holding one
end ol counlerweig.nl

View of northbound span looking east

Trunnion trouble
View of northbound span looking
north.Crane would be anchored
in the river to carry out repair.

Defective 1-5 Bridge
repairs in 1960 result
so big headaches
for motorists in 1997

The villain: A crack in the solid steel trunnion
shaft, above, that supports the sheave.

PHIET LUONG/The Columbian

ByTHpMASRYLL

Likely traffic flow during repairs'

Columbian staff writer

n ] 960, four massive cylinders
of solid steel — 20 inches in diameter and 67 inches long —
were removed from the Interstate 5 Bridge for a tuneup.
Each piece, originally cast in
about 1916, was cut and welded.
The work was meant to ensure a long
future for each cylinder.
Instead, at least one of the pieces,
called a trunnion shaft, was fatally
flawed by the process, according to an
engineering firm's report
The shaft began to crack.
Because the
trunnion is part
of the system
BRIEFLY...
that moves one
• Engineers want to do
of the bridge's
Ihe work in September
272-foot-long lift
or October.
spans, the
crack could be
• Officials have drawn
expanding
up three options, one ol
every time the
which calls for a
bridge opens
straight 21-day closure.
and closes.
Two other options call
For months,
for on-again-off-again
engineers have
closures.
been debating
how to repair the trunnions.
While many elements of the plan are
uncertain, this is for sure: For at least
". weeks, possibly this September,
side of the Interstate 5 Bridge will
De useless to commuters. It is the old,
1917-vintage side, the span now carrying the bridge's three northbound
lanes.
For those three weeks, all traffic —

RLES/n» Columbian

Where the trouble lies: This April 1995 photograph shows the Interstate 5
Bridge's northeasternmost lift-span sheave. The 67-inch-long steel shaft
through the center of the sheave is cracked. Engineers want to replace the
shaft, sheave and lift cables on this assembly and its twin, which is behind
the photographer.
north- and southbound — will be
crammed onto the southbound span.
Most likely, two of the southbound
span's lanes will be used.for southbound traffic.
That will leave one, and only one, for
all northbound vehicles.
There will be no fancy reversiblelane feature to accommodate northbound rush-hour traffic's desperate

need for more than one lane.
It has been nearly 40 years since only
a single 1-5 span existed to carry crossriver traffic.
Now, the combined vehicle count
across the Columbia River on the 1-5
and Interstate 205 bridges is more than
200,000 each day. And while many motorists will no doubt either stay home
or shift to 1-205 during the 1-5 work,

Southbound span

From Portland

hundreds will be stuck in what could
be monumental traffic jams.
"This is an important decision," said
Katy Tobie, an Oregon Department of
Transportation community affairs coordinator, referring to the timing of the
bridge repair. "The impacts will be significant on both sides of the river."
But not nearly as significant as the
impact that would occur if the flawed
B R I D G E / please see A8

FROM PAGE A l

A S THI£ COLUMBIAN

Bridge
Failure ofbridge part could be
disastrous, engineers say
From Page A l

trunnion were to fail, allowing
one of the bridge's four 700-ton
concrete counterweights to fall
more than 100 feet to the bridge
deck below.
"You could actually wipe out
the southbound structure," said
one engineer.
Each of the bridge's twin lift
spans has two counterweights.
When the spans are in place for

use by highway traffic, the counterweights hang near the tops of
the bridge's four towers.
Thirty-two steel cables, each
about 185 feet long and 2 inches
in diameter, are fastened to each
end of the lift spans. The cables,
which weigh 1,600 pounds
apiece, travel vertically to loop
over a 12-foot-tall pulley known as
a sheave.
Each lift span has four sheaves
carrying 16 cables. With the exception of one aircraft warning
light, the sheaves are the highest
points on.the 1-5 Bridge.
The cables that travel over the
sheaves are fastened, 16 per side,
to the east and west ends of the

counter weighls.
Kach sheave rides on a steel
shaft supported at each end by
what is known as a bearing block.
The assembly — shaft, blocks, .
bearings — is called a trunnion.
The problem that will mean
headaches for commuters lies in
the trunnion at the northeasternmost corner of the bridge.
Like the other three trunnions
on the northbound span, it was
rebuilt during bridge renovation
in 1960. The newer bridge span to
the west opened in 1958, and the
original 1917 span was closed for
the work.
A1995 report by a DGES Inc.,
an Olympia consulting engineer-

ing firm working for the Oregon
Department of Transportation,
traces the cracking of the trunnion shaft to machining and welding done in 1960.
' At that time, the shafts were
converted from simple journalstyle bearings — about as sophisticated as those on a child's wagon — to roller bearings, which do
a better job of reducing friction.
The machining and welding
changed the characteristics of the
steel, and it began to crack.
In the late 1970s, a similarly designed railroad bridge in Illinois
suffered a trunnion shaft failure.
As a result, ultrasonic testing
was employed during a 1987 in-
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Got a question about the closing of the
Interstate 5 Bridge for repairs? We'll answer rt
in Sunday's paper.

To give us your question, call Info'Line at 699-6000, category 1734.

spection (one report says 1986)
of the 1-5 Bridge. Tests disclosed
the possibility of a crack in the
shaft
However, because the shaft is
fully enclosed and cannot be visually examined, it was not until
testing using a newer technology

known as acoustic emissions
monitoring confirmed the crack's
presence in 1994.
In early 1996, a re-examination
showed the crack was continuing
to grow.
At that point, says one report,
"No determination could be made
that the crack was growing faster
or slower than predicted."
Now, engineers predict that the
shaft could fail sometime between 1999 and 2019, "with the
most probable year being 2009."
The report goes on to say, "Crack •
growth occurs during raising and
lowering of the lift span. Failure
will most likely occur during one
of these-operations."
Not, however, if engineers can
help it. The plan calls for assembling a 200-foot crane on a barge
or platform just upriver of the
north-span counterweight/trun- •
nion assembly. The crane would
be used to lift new sheaves,
shafts, bearings and cables into
place.
'The objective is to replace the
shaft before 1999, the first year
the probability df failure becomes
significant," says the Oregon report.
Engineers want to do the work
this September or October. Officials have drawn up three , one of
which calls for a straight 21-day
closure. Two other options call
for on-again-off-again closures,
which thus far have little support.
"I say, let's take all the misery
at one time," said Gerry Smith,
regional administrator for the
Washington Department of
Transportation, which splits the
bridge operation and maintenance cost with Oregon. That was
seconded by Don Owings, a
WDOT engineer who attended a
planning meeting earlier this
week. "My own opinion is that we
close it and do it," he?
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lECEIVED
The Honorable Mike Burton
Executive Officer
Metro
600 NE Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232

APR 0 7 1997

DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
REGION 2

FIl.F. CODE:

It is my pleasure with this letter to extend to Metro and JPACT the opportunity to
appoint one of its representatives as an ex-officio member of the Mid-Willamette
Valley Area Commission on Transportation.
On January 16, 1997, the Oregon Transportation Commission granted a
provisional charter to form the Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on
Transportation (MWACT). The OTC has initiated this new advisory body of local
and tribal governments to directly advise the state commission on transportation
issues and priorities within the Marion, Polk and Yamhill county area. Enclosed is
our charter and MWACT proposal. The composition of the area commission is
designed to include ex-officio members who represent regional transportation
planning organizations with jurisdiction over areas adjacent to the MidWillamette Valley area. Through this kind of representation on MWACT we hope
to foster good communication and coordination on transportation matters with
our neighbors.
Also enclosed is the announcement and agenda packet for the first meeting of
MWACT. The first meeting is primarily an organizational meeting. We discuss a
work program for the commission which will give us a better idea of the time
commitment for commission members. At this point, members should anticipate
monthly meetings held within the Mid-Willamette Area of two to three hours in
length.
I hope you will designate a representative to MWACT soon so that we can send
future meeting information to that person. In the meantime, I will direct agenda
packets to you. We look forward to working with Metro and JPACT in this new
coordination endeavor. If you have any questions about the area commission,
please call me at 503-986-2884.

Dave Bishop, Manager
Mid-Willamette Valley Area
cc: Andy Cotugno

area/burton41

2960 State Street SE
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 986-2600
FAX (503) 986-2630

Memorandum
April 1, 1997

Oregon
DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
REGION 2

TO:

FM:
RE:

Senator Gene Dertler
Senator Gary George
Senator Marylin Shannon
Senator Shirley Stull
Senator Clifford Trow
Representative Roger Beyer
Representative Peter Courtney
Representative Bryan Johnston
Representative Leslie Lewis
Representative Patti Milne
Representative Lane Shetterly
Representative Terry Thompson
Representative Larry Wells
Representative Tom Whelan
Mike Burton, Metro Executive Officer
Bill Wagner, Cascades West Council of Governments

RLI: CODH.

Dave Bishop, Manager
Mid-Willamette Valley Area
. First meeting ot the Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on
Transportation (MWACT), Thursday, April 10, 1997, 3:30 p.m.

In January, 1997, the Oregon Transportation Commission granted a
provisional charter to form the Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on
Transportation (MWACT). The purpose ot the area commission is to advise
the OTC on transportation matters affecting the Marion, Polk and Yamhill,
county area. By nature of this charter, you have been designated an exofficio (non-voting) member of MWACT because we feel it is very
important to maintain good communications with key decision-makers
within and adjacent to the Mid-Willamette Valley area.
Enclosed is the announcement and agenda packet for the first meeting
of MWACT. I hope you will take time to review the information and invite
you to attend this "kick-off" meeting. If you have questions about MWAC
or your participation, please give me a call at (503) 986-2884.

area/covltr41
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2960 State Street SE
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 986-2600
FAX (503) 986-2630

Oregon

January 27, 1997

Grace Crunican, Director
Oregon Department of Transportation
135 Transportation Building
Salem, OR 97310

OREGON
TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION

Authorization of Provisional Charier for the Mid-Wiilamette Valley
Area Commission on Transportation
FILE CODE:

On January 16, 1997, the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) considered the
proposal for the formation of the Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on
Transportation, prepared by the Mid-Willamette Area Blue Ribbon Committee. The
OTC approved the proposal and granted a provisional charter authorizing the formation
and operation of the area commission.
The charter recognizes the Mid-Willamette Valley Area Commission on Transportation
(MWACT) as an official advisory body to the OTC on transportation issues within and
affecting the Marion, Polk, and Yamhill county area of Oregon. The charter is subject to
the following provisions:
•
•
•
•
•

The charter is effective for 1997 (calendar year) and is subject to renewal for
subsequent periods of time upon approval of the OTC;
In November 1997, the OTC will review the status of the area commission to
consider any new law or policy affecting it which may require a change in the charter;
The area commission will make periodic progress reports to the OTC on its formation
and work;
The area commission is authorized to perform all the functions recommended by the
State Advisory Committee of the Oregon Transportation Initiative.
The area commission is not expected to prepare recommendations to the OTC on
the 1998-2001 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) update.

The Oregon Transportation Commission commends the leaders of the Mid-Willamette
Valley for their willingness to partner with us in planning and developing a safe and
efficient transportation system for our citizens. We look forward to our work together as
we strive to enhance Oregon's livabiiity and economic opportunities through thoughtful
isportation investments.

John A. Kitzhaber
Governor

Henry H. Hewitt
Chairman
cc:
Form 731-0378 (2-95)

Oregon Transportation Commission Members
Robin McArthur-Phillips
Ken Husby

John Elliott
Gary Johnson
Dave Bishop

355 Capitol St. NE
Salem, OR 97310

Proposal for the Formation
of the
Mid-Willamette Valley
Area Commission on Transportation
(AAWACT)

Prepared by
The Mid-Willamette Valley Blue Ribbon Committee
on the Formation of an Area Stakeholder Group

FINAL DRAFT
November 4, 1996

Mid-Willamette Valley Blue Ribbon Committee
on the
Formation of an Area Stakeholder Group

Committee Members
Dave Bishop, Chair
Manager
Mid-Willamette Valley Area
ODOT Region 2

Marcia Kelley
Lancaster Mall Travel
Salem Area Transit District Board

Ralph Blanchard
Polk County Commissioner

Peter Fernandez
Transportation Services Manager
City of Salem

Robert Johnstone
Yamhill County Commissioner

Duane Cole
Manager
City of Newberg

Mary Pearmine
Marion County Commissioner

Richard Van Orman
Administrator
City of Mt. Angel

Glen Welliver
Welliver Metal Products
Regional Strategies Board

Advisory Staff
Richard Schmid, Acting Executive Director
James Gieseking, SKATS Project Manager
Mid-Willamette Valley Council of Governments
John deTar, Corridor Planner
Oregon Department of Transportation
Region 2
R.G. Anderson-Wyckoff, General Manager
Salem Transit District
"KC" Humphrey
Oregon Department of Transportation
Re-engineering Implementation Team

11/4/96 FINAL DRAFT
Proposal for the Formation
of a
Mid-Willamette Valley
Area Commission on Transportation
(MWACT)

The Mid-Willamette Valley Blue Ribbon Committee on the Formation of an
Area Stakeholder Group recommends that the Oregon Transportation
Commission establish such a group for the Marion, Polk and Yamhill
county area to be known as the Mid-Willamette Area Commission on
Transportation (MWACT).
Rationale for Establishment of MWACT

In recent years ODOT has increasingly encountered local opposition to
proposed transportation projects and priorities resulting in costly redesigns
or project cancellations. Local jurisdictions and other stakeholders have
asked for increased participation in the early stages of project selection
and development. ODOT's reengineering process and the Governor's
Transportation Initiative concluded that more effective and timely local
citizen participation in the ODOT project selection and development
process could help achieve the following goals:
• increase stakeholder commitment to projects
• improve projects by better meeting real needs
• reduce project costs
• reduce time to project completion
• better fulfill expectations for quality
What would be the mission of MWACT?
MWACT's mission is proposed as follows:
Mission Statement
•

To provide a forum for the discussion and coordination of long range
transportation issues affecting the Area's livability.

•

To prioritize state transportation infrastructure and capital investments
through the development of an implementation strategy based on
transportation plans related to the Mid-Willamette Valley Area

•

To advocate Mid-Willamette Area transportation issues to neighboring
regions and other outside organizations

•

To advise the Oregon Transportation Commission on state and regional
policies affecting the Area's transportation system.

11/4/96 FINAL DRAFT

What authority and responsibilities would MWACT have?

MWACT would be "chartered" by the Oregon Transportation Commission.
It would serve the OTC in an advisory capacity much as a city or county
planning commission serves its jurisdiction . As stated in the mission
statement, MWACT would address all forms of transportation with primary
focus on the state system. Local, Salem-Keizer Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) and regional transportation issues also would be
considered if they affected the state system.
MWACT would play a key role in the development of the Statewide
Transportation Improvement Program. It would establish a public process
for regional project selection priorities for the STIP. Through that process, it
would prioritize transportation problems and solutions and recommend
the projects in the Mid-Willamette area to be included in the STIP.
The authority of the MPO granted by federal ISTEA rules would remain
unchanged. However, MWACT would consult with the Salem-Keizer MPO
for the purpose of coordinating transportation priorities for the Area, and
would incorporate the MPO's project priorities into its STIP
recommendations.
How would MWACT be established?

The Oregon Transportation Commission would adopt a resolution
chartering the Mid-Willamette Area Commission on Transportation. The
OTC would send a letter inviting appointments to MWACT from the
following:
VOTING MEMBERSHIP
• MPO (SKATS) Members including:
Polk County
(elected official)
Marion County
(elected official)
City of Salem
(elected official)
City of Keizer
(elected official)
Salem Transit District
(elected official)
ODOT Region 2
(appointed official)
•

Other Cities by transportation corridor (elected officials)
Hwy 99W/18/47 corridor
Hwy 1-5 corridor
Hwy22W/99W/51 corridor
Hwy 22E corridor
Hwy 99E/213 corridor

6 members

5 members

11/4/96 FINAL DRAFT

•
•
•

Yamhill County
(elected otticial)
1 member
Confederated Tribes of the Grand Ronde (elected official) 1 member
Private Sector (regional strategies key industries)
3 members

Total Voting membership
16 MEMBERS
(12 elected officials, 1 ODOT Area Mgr., 3 private sector appointees)
EX-OFHCIO, NON-VOTING MEMBERS
• Metro Portland Region (JPACT)
• Representatives of other adjoining regional commissions
• State legislators for the Mid-Willamette area

1 member
1 per region

How would voting members be selected to ensure coordination with
existing regional public agencies?

In order to maintain good communications and coordination with existing
transportation planning organizations, the Salem-Keizer MPO (SKATS)
members except Salem School District 24J would be members of
MWACT. Other public sector representatives would be designated by their
organizations with consideration to cross membership with the MidWillamette Valley COG Board. One city representative per transportation
corridor would be selected by the cities within that corridor with
consideration to cross membership with ODOT's transportation planning
corridor committees. Private sector representatives would be selected by
county commissioners from the regional strategies key industry sectors.

How would MWACT coordinate with adjacent regions and involve state
legislators?

Adjacent regions would be asked to designate a member to MWACT who
would become an ex-officio, non-voting member. All state legislators for
the Mid-Willamette Area would be considered ex-officio, non-voting
members and sent meeting notices and newsletters. At least annually,
legislators would be invited to a MWACT transportation workshop.

MWACT Steering Committee

From the membership of MWACT, MWACT would select a "steering committee"
to help guide the work program and agendas of the full group.

11/4/96 FINAL DRAFT

MW Technical Committee(s)
MWACT would form at least one technical advisory committee. The purpose of
the MWTAC would be to consider the technical aspect of policy matters and
prepare alternatives and recommendations for the policy group. The technical
group would include staff people of agencies and organizations as follows:
• local government engineers and planners (public works directors,
transportation planners)
• representatives of state agencies (DLCD, DEQ, OEDD)
• representatives of various modes of transportation modal (bicycle, p e d . ,
transit, air, truck, rail, pipeline, auto, marine)
• representative of transportation safety interests (police, ODOT)
• "lay citizen" members

What would be the work ot the MWACT?
MWACT would develop an initial annual work program that would include the
following:
• Define expectations of members for MWACT?
• Organize a technical advisory committee and develop a process for its use
by MWACT
• Prepare and adopt rules of conduct
• Survey existing plans and projects and determine how MWACT will
coordinate its activities with them
• Outline a process to involve the public in MWACT's planning and decisionmaking processes
• Participate in the update process of the 1998-2001 STIP
• Develop guidelines to determine when a transportation condition becomes
a problem to be solved (problem thresholds)
• Develop regional criteria for selecting transportation projects to solve
prioritized problems (criteria to be based on statewide community livability
and economic development guidelines)
• Conduct a transportation workshop for state legislators and other elected
officials
Additional activities over time would include the following:
• develop a transportation implementation strategy for the Area (based on
existing local and corridor plans)
• identify and prioritize transportation problems of area-wide significance
• recommend projects for inclusion in the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP)
• review and comment on transportation plans being developed within the
Area
• create forums for discussion and resolution of area-wide transportation issues
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•

•
•

prepare recommendations on transportation proposals of a "super regional'
nature (1-5, high speed rail, inter-regional transit, freight and airport
development)
recommend and communicate Area interests to Metro and other regions
serve as a working group for Willamette Valley Livability Forum projects

Who would staff MWACT?

Basic staff services for MWACT would be provided by the ODOT Mid-Willamette
Area Manger. Participating agencies would contribute time in service on
technical committees. Some services may be provided through contracts with
the Mid-Willamette Valley COG or jurisdictions within the Area on a local/state
cost share basis.

12/16/96 FINAL DRAFT

Mid-Willamette Valley
Area Commission on Transportation
(MWACT)
Proposed City Representation by Transportation Corridor
(34 cities-One city selected per corridor)
Hwy 99W/18/47 Corridor
(Yamhill County)
Newberg
Dundee
Lafayette
Dayton
McMinnville
Amity
Sheridan
Yamhill
Carlton
Willamina
Interstate 5 Corridor
(Marion County)
Woodbum
Donald
St. Paul
Salem*
Keizer*
Jefferson
Turner
Hwy 22W/99W/51 Corridor
(Polk County)
Monmouth
Independence
Dallas
Falls City

Willamina
Salem*
Hwy 22E Corridor
(Marion County)
Aumsville
Turner
Sublimity
Stayton
Mill City
Gates
Detroit
Idanha
Salem*
Keizer*
Lyons - Linn County
Hwy 99E/213 Corridor
(Marion County)
Aurora
Gervais
Mt. Angel
Silverton
Scotts Mills
Hubbard
Woodbum
Salem*
Keizer*

*Cities of Salem and Keizer are MPO (SKATS) board members and
therefore members of MWACT
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April 1, 1997

Henry Hewitt, Chair
Oregon Transportation Commission
135 Transportation Building
Salem, OR 97310
Re:

Level of Service Standards'in Regional, Town Centers

Dear Mr. He
As yoirand the Commislsj^n are aware, Metro has been working very hard to meet the essential
lajiduse coordination policies of the Oregon Transportation Plan (OTP) and the Transportation
^Planning Rule (TPR) and develop a Regional Transportation System Plan consistent with the
OTP and the TPR.
Particularly important in the Portland metropolitan region are the policies in the OTP and the
Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) which "...support the development of mixed use, pedestrian
friendly neighborhoods and commercial districts to transit..." OTP, p. 101.
Metro adopted the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan in November, 1996 that became
effective February 19, 1997. Attached is a copy of that Functional Plan. Transportation policies
are in Title 6, at p. 20. This plan requires cities and counties to increase planned densities,
especially in regional and town centers, to allow the regional urban growth boundary to be
maintained.
Those increased planned densities must be balanced with transportation
improvements for the city and county plans to comply with OAR 660-12-060 (TPR). To assure
that the increased planned densities will be accomplished in the central city, regional and town
centers, main streets and light rail station areas, Metro's Functional Plan allows cities and
counties to change the Level of Service below one hour of "E," if necessary. (See Title 6,
Section 4, p. 23.)
In some places in the Portland metropolitan region, state highways could be affected by this
optional standard. Please, note the efforts at congestion management that are required, too.
However, there is the possibility that some locations could be faced with a conflict between
Appendix F of the OTP and Title 6 of Metro's Functional Plan. Appendix F recognizes "Special
Transportation Areas" (STAs) as "...compact area in which growth management considerations

Mr. Henry Hewitt
April 1, 1997
Page 2
outweigh this policy" that correspond to the areas which Metro's policy allows a lower Level of
Service. In the OTP these STAs may be Level of Service "E." Metro's Functional Plan allows a
lower standard based on a two-hour peak.
Cities and counties have two years from February, 1997 to amend their plans to increase density
and to address resulting transportation needs. Some of this planning is being completed now.
Cities and counties need to be able to comply with a consistent standard. As the OTP states at
p. 110: "...the Transportation Commission expects to modify the OTP in cooperation with all
levels of government as more detailed state, regional and local transportation plans are
prepared..." Therefore, Metro requests that the Commission consider an amendment to
Appendix F of the OTP to reflect the possibility of an extraordinary Level of Service Standard
for Special Transportation Areas to maintain consistency between the OTP and Metro's
Functional Plan.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

like Burton,^
Metro Executive Officer
Enclosure
cc:

Metro Policy Advisory Committee
Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation
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BEFORE THE METRO COUNCIL

FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING A
FUNCTIONAL PLAN FOR EARLY
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2040
GROWTH CONCEPT

)
)
)
)

Ordinance No. 96-647C
Introduced by
Executive Officer Mike Burton

WHEREAS, the Metro Council adopted regional goals and objectives entitled "Regional
Urban Growth Goals and Objectives" by Ordinance No. 95-625A in December 1995; and

WHEREAS, the Regional Urban Growth Goals and Objectives (RUGGO) contain
integrated goals and objectives describing a desired urban form entitled the "2040 Growth
Concept"; and

WHEREAS, RUGGOs are the regional policy basis for regional implementation
measures to be adopted in a regional framework plan by December 1997; and

WHEREAS, the Metro Council initiated a new functional plan for early implementation
of the 2040 Growth Concept prior to adoption of any regional framework plan component in
Resolution No. 96-2288 consistent with RUGGO Objectives; and

WHEREAS, a recommendation from the Metro Policy Advisory Committee for an early
implementation functional plan entitled "Urban Growth Management Functional Plan" has been
received by the Metro Council consistent with RUGGO Objectives; now, therefore,

THE METRO COUNCIL HEREBY ORDAINS:
1.
That the text, tables and maps included in Exhibit "A" attached and incorporated
herein entitled the "Urban Growth Management Functional Plan" is hereby adopted as a
functional plan pursuant to ORS 268.390.
2.
That the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan complies with the Regional
Urban Growth Goals and Objectives and applicable statewide land use planning goals, rules and
statutes based on the record of this legislation before this Council as summarized in Exhibit "B".
3.
That the provisions of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan are
separate and severable. The invalidity of any clause, sentence, paragraph, section, subsection, or
portion of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan or the invalidity of the application
thereof to any city, county, person or circumstance shall not affect the validity of the remainder

of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan or its application to other cities, counties,
persons or circumstances.
ADOPTED by the Metro Council this 21st day of
1996.

Jon Kvistad, Presiding Officer
ATTEST:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

, Recording Secretary

l:\DOCS#07.P&D\04-2040I.MI>L\03UGMI:NC.I'LN\2040ORD.C

Daniel B. Cooper, General

Exhibit A

1

URBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONAL PLAN

2

A functional plan for early implementation of the Metro 2040 Growth Concept

3

Introduction

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Metro was created after a vote of the citizens of the region as an elected regional government
responsible for addressing issues of metropolitan concern and is enabled by state law, adopted
by the Oregon Legislature in 1977. In addition, the voters of the region adopted a Metro
Charter in 1992, which describes additional responsibilities for the agency. Metro has an
elected seven member Council which determines region-wide policies. In addition, Metro has
an elected Executive Officer to enforce Metro ordinances and execute the policies of the
council.
The Metro Policy Advisory Committee (MPAC) is comprised of local government elected
officials and appointed citizens from throughout the region and was created to advise the
regionally elected Metro Council on matters of metropolitan concern. MPAC has
recommended specific policies to be included in a new functional plan to be adopted by the
Metro Council as soon as practicable. Early implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept is
intended to take advantage of opportunities now and avoid use of land inconsistent with the
long-term growth policy.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

MPAC, as well as the Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation (JPACT), and the
Water Resource Policy Advisory Committee (WRPAC) have made recommendations that are
the basis for this functional plan. All of the elements considered by MPAC, JPACT and
WRPAC were deemed by the Metro Council to be matters of metropolitan concern that have
significant impact upon the orderly and responsible development of the metropolitan area. The
functional plan establishes regional policies, which will apply to all 24 cities and 3 counties
within the Metro region. The legal form of these regional policies is a functional plan, not
adoption as a "component" of the Regional Framework Plan. The policies in this functional
plan will be updated and coordinated with other policies to be adopted as components of the
Metro Charter mandated Regional Framework Plan, on or before December 30, 1997.

28
29
30
31

Functional plans are a primary regional policy tool that may contain both "recommendations"
and "requirements" for changes hi local plans. This functional plan relies on further actions,
primarily changes to local government comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances, to
effectuate the actions described below.

32

The Meaning of Regional Functional Plan Adoption

33

The regional policies which are adopted by this Urban Growth Management Functional Plan
recommend and require changes to city and county comprehensive plans and implementing
ordinances. The purpose of this functional plan is to implement regional goals and objectives
adopted by the Metro Council as the Regional Urban Growth Goals and Objectives (RUGGO),
including the Metro 2040 Growth Concept. The comprehensive plan changes and related

36
37
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38
39
40

actions, including implementing regulations, required by this functional plan, shall be adopted
by all cities and counties in the Metro region within twenty-four (24) months from the effective
date of this ordinance.

41
42
43
44
45
46

Any city or county determination not to incorporate all required functional plan policies into
comprehensive plans shall be subject to the conflict resolution and mediation processes
included within the RUGGO, Goal I provisions, prior to the final adoption of inconsistent
policies or actions. Upon the effective date of this ordinance, any city or county amendment to
a comprehensive plan or implementing ordinance that is inconsistent with requirements of this
functional plan, is subject to appeal for violation of the functional plan.

47

Regional Policy Basis

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

The regional policies adopted in this functional plan are formulated from, and are consistent
with, the RUGGOs, including the Metro 2040 Growth Concept. The overall principles of the
Greenspaces Master Plan are also incorporated within this functional plan. In addition, the
updated Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)l , when adopted, will serve as the primary
transportation policy implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept.
However, early
implementation land use policies in this functional plan are integrated with early
implementation transportation policies derived from preparation of the 1996 Regional
Transportation Plan, and consistent with the Metro 2040 Growth Concept.

56

Structure of Requirements

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

The Urban Growth Management Functional Plan is a regional functional plan which contains
"requirements" that are binding on cities and counties of the region as well as
recommendations that are not binding. "Shall" or other directive words are used with
requirements. The words "should" or "may" are used with recommendations. In general, the
Plan is structured so that local jurisdictions may choose either performance standard
requirements or prescriptive requirements. The intent of the requirements is to assure that
cities and counties have a significant amount of flexibility as to how they meet requirements.
Performance standards are included in most titles. If local jurisdictions demonstrate to Metro
that they meet the performance standard, they have met that requirement of the title. Standard
methods of compliance are also included in the plan to establish one very specific way that
jurisdictions may meet a title requirement, but these standard methods are not the only way a
city or county may show compliance. In addition, certain mandatory requirements that apply
to all cities and counties are established by this functional plan.

Metro has an adopted Regional Transportation Plan. However, because of changing local and regional conditions, as well as state
and federal requirements, the RTP is scheduled to be amended in 1997.
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R E G I O N A L FUNCTIONAL P L A N R E Q U I R E M E N T S

71
72

T I T L E 1:

R E Q U I R E M E N T S F O R HOUSING AND E M P L O Y M E N T
ACCOMMODATION

73

Section 1.

Intent

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

State law and Metro Code require that the Metro urban growth boundary (UGB) have
sufficient capacity to accommodate the expected growth for 20 years. It is Metro policy to
minimize the amount of urban growth boundary expansion required for the expected population
and employment growth by the year 2017 consistent with all Statewide Goals. To further that
policy, it is beneficial and desirable for Metro to require actions intended to increase the
capacity for development of land within the UGB. Increasing the capacity of land within the
UGB will include requiring changes for appropriate locations in both the rate of development
permitted per acre (zoned density) and the rate at which housing and employment are actually
built within the UGB. Development consistent with the design types of the Metro 2040
Growth Concept will focus these efforts. As a matter of regional policy, each city and county
must contribute its fair share to increasing the development capacity of land within the UGB.

85
**•

Metro will work with local jurisdictions to develop a set of region-wide community
development code provisions, standards and other regulations which local jurisdictions may
adopt that will help implement the 2040 Growth Concept and this Functional Plan. Included in
this project will be a review of development standards in support of smaller lots and more
flexible use of land, strategies to encourage land assembly, more flexible zoning and
improvements in the pre-application process to ensure timely and thorough review and to
provide for early involvement by the public to address neighborhood concerns and assure
community acceptance of these changes.

88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Section 2.

95
96

All cities and counties within Metro are required to include within their comprehensive plans
and implementing ordinances the following provisions:

97
98

A.

99
100
101
102

104

Methods to Increase Calculated Capacity Required for All Cities a n d
Counties

Cities and counties shall apply a minimum density standard to all zones allowing
residential use as follows:
1.

a.

Provide that no development application, including a subdivision, may
be approved unless the development will result in the building of 80
percent or more of the maximum number of dwelling units per net acre
permitted by the zoning designation for the site; or

b.

Adopt minimum density standards that apply to each development
application that vary from the requirements of subsection L a . , above.
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However, for the purpose of compliance with Table 1, only those
dwelling units that are allowed at these minimum density standards shall
be counted for compliance with the calculated capacities of Table 1.

105
106
107

108
109
110
111
112

2.

The minimum density standard may be achieved by use of a small lot district
where an average lot size of 5000 to 6200 square feet allows flexibility within
that range on development applications, so long as the district remains in
compliance with the minimum density standard used to calculate capacities for
compliance with Table 1 capacities.

113
114
115
116

3.

No comprehensive plan provision, implementing ordinance or local process
(such as site or design review) may be applied and no condition of approval may
be imposed that would have the effect of reducing the minimum density
standard.

117
118
119

4.

For high density zones with maximum zoned density higher than 37 dwelling
units per net acre, the minimum residential density may be 30 dwelling units per
net acre.

120
121
122
123
124

5.

This minimum density requirement does not apply (1) outside the urban growth
boundary, (2) inside areas designated as open space on the attached Open Spaces
Map, and (3) inside areas designated as unbuildable on the attached Open Spaces
Map. The maximum zoned density does not include the density bonus for zones
that allow them.

125
126
127

B.

Cities and counties shall not prohibit partitioning or subdividing inside the Metro urban
growth boundary where existing lot sizes are two or more times that of the minimum
lot size in the development code.

128
129
130
131
132
133

C.

Cities and counties shall not prohibit the construction of at least one accessory unit
within any detached single family dwelling that is permitted to be built in any zone
inside the urban growth boundary. Reasonable regulations of accessory units may
include, but are not limited to, size, lighting, entrances and owner occupancy of the
primary unit, but shall not prohibit rental occupancy, separate access, and full kitchens
in the accessory units.

134

Section 3.

135
136
137

For each of the following 2040 Growth Concept design types, city and county comprehensive
plans shall be amended to include the boundaries of each area, determined by the city or county
consistent with the general locations shown on the 2040 Growth Concept Map:

138
139

Central City-Downtown Portland is the Central City which serves as the major regional center,
an employment and cultural center for the metropolitan area.

Design Type Boundaries Requirement
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14'
141

Regional Centers—Nine regional centers will become the focus of compact development,
redevelopment and high-quality transit service and multimodal street networks.

142
143

Station Communities—Nodes of development centered approximately one-half mile around a
light rail or high capacity transit station that feature a high-quality pedestrian environment.

144
145

Town Centers—Local retail and services will be provided in town centers with compact
development and transit service.

146
147

Main Streets-Neighborhoods will be served by main streets with retail and service developments
served by transit.

148
149

Corridors—Along good quality transit lines, corridors feature a high-quality pedestrian
environment, convenient access to transit, and somewhat higher than current densities.

150
151

Employment Areas-Various types of employment and some residential development are
encouraged in employment areas with limited commercial uses.

152
153

Industrial Areas-Industrial area are set aside primarily for industrial activities with limited
supporting uses.

154
15

Inner Neighborhoods-Residential areas accessible to jobs and neighborhood businesses with
smaller lot sizes are inner neighborhoods.

156
157

Outer Neighborhoods-Residential neighborhoods farther away from large employment centers
with larger lot sizes and lower densities are outer neighborhoods.

158

Section 4.

159
160
161
162

A.

All cities and counties shall determine whether actual built densities for housing during
1990-1995 were less than 80 percent of maximum zoned densities. The 1990-1995
actual built densities within cities and counties inside the urban growth boundary shall
be compared with zoned densities for housing units during that period.
Residential developments to be analyzed shall be those which were permitted by a land
use action and constructed during the period from 1990 to 1995, and residential density
shall be measured in households per net developed acre. 1

163
164
165

166
167
168
169

Requirements to Increase Capacity If Recent Development At Low Density

B.

r"

If the comparison of actual built densities to maximum zoned densities for the period
1990-1995 indicates that actual built densities were less than 80 percent of maximum
zoned densities, the city or county shall also demonstrate that it has considered and
adopted at least two of the following methods to increase capacity:
a.

1

Financial incentives for higher density housing;

See Title 10, Definitions.
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171
172
173
174
175
176
177

b.

c.
d.
e.

Provisions permitting additional density beyond that generally allowed in
the zoning district in exchange for amenities and features provided by the
developer;
Removal or easing of approval standards or procedures;
Redevelopment and infill strategies; and
Authorization of housing types not previously allowed by the plan or
regulations.

178

Section 5.

179
180
181
182
183
184

The purpose of this section is to require each city and county within the Metro region to
determine the housing and employment capacity of its existing comprehensive plan and
implementing ordinances, determine calculated capacity for dwelling units and jobs by the
method in this section, and increase calculated capacity, if necessary, to achieve the functional
plan capacities in Table 1. Each city and county within the Metro region is hereby required to
complete the following steps:

185
186

A.

187
188
189

Determination of Calculated Capacity of Housing Units and Jobs

Determine the calculated capacity of dwelling units and jobs by the year 2017 using the
zoned capacity 2 of its current comprehensive plan and implementing ordinances.
1.

Cities and counties shall use Metro estimates of vacant land, and land likely to
redevelop, unless they have data that they believe is more accurate. In this case,
the city or county may provide Metro the following:

190
191
192
193
194

a.
b.

195
196
197
198
199
200

Cities and counties may use their data, subject to acceptance by the Metro
Council or its designee, after the Executive Officer determines that the city or
county data may be more accurate than the Metro data. The Executive Officer
shall notify the Metro Council of each instance in which the data submitted by a
city or county is determined by the Executive Officer to be less accurate than
Metro data.

201
202
203
204

c.
d.

2.

The source of the data;
The reasons that the locally developed data is a more accurate estimate
than the Metro estimate of vacant and redevelopable land;
The database from which the above were derived;
The database of committed development lands.

In determining the calculated capacity of existing comprehensive plans and
implementing ordinances, cities and counties shall not use a calculated capacity
for dwelling units of more than 80 percent of maximum zoned residential density,
unless:

See Title 10, Definitions, "zoned density" and "calculated capacity.
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20*
2i
207
208
209
210

a.

b.

Actual experience in the jurisdiction since 1990 has shown that
development has occurred at density greater than 80 percent of zoned
residential density; or
Minimum density standards are adopted or proposed for adoption in the
zoning code that require residential development at greater than 80 percent
of maximum zoned residential density.

211
212
213
214
215

3.

Cities and counties calculating capacity through the use of density bonus
provisions may consider transfers, including off-site transfers, only upon
demonstration that previous approvals of all density transfers within the past 5
years have resulted in an average of at least 80 percent of maximum zoned
densities actually being built.

216
217
218

4.

The capacity calculation shall use only those development types that are
allowed in the development code. Any discretionary decision must not diminish
the zoned density if it is to be counted as a part of calculated capacity; and

219
220
221
222

5.

Cities and counties, in coordination with special districts, shall demonstrate that
they have reviewed their public facility capacities and plans to assure that planned
public facilities can be provided, to accommodate the calculated capacity within
the plan period.

2
224
225
226

B.

Calculate the increases in dwelling unit and job capacities by the year 2017 from any
proposed changes to the current comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances that
must be adopted to comply with Section 2 of this Title and add the increases to the
calculation of expected capacities.

227
228

C.

Determine the effect of each of the following on calculated capacities, and include any
resulting increase or decrease in calculated capacities:

229

1.

230

Required dedications for public streets, consistent with the Regional Accessibility
Title;

231

2.

Off-street parking requirements, consistent with this functional plan;

232

3.

Landscaping, setback, and maximum lot coverage requirements;

233

4.

The effects of tree preservation ordinances, environmental protection ordinances,

234
235
236
237
^>

5.

view preservation ordinances, solar access ordinances, or any other regulations
that may have the effect of reducing the capacity of the land to develop at the
zoned density;
The effects of areas dedicated to bio-swales, storm water retention, open space
dedications, and other requirements of local codes that may reduce the capacity of
the land to develop at the zoned density.
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240
241
242
243
244
245

D.

If any of the calculated capacities are determined to be less than any of the city or county
target dwelling unit and job capacities in Table 1, either jurisdiction-wide or in mixed-use
areas, or both, then the city or county shall comply with the performance standards in
Section 6 of this Title by amending its comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances
to increase calculated capacities, as needed, to comply with the calculated capacities
required in Table 1.

246
247
248
249

E.

Exceptions to the Section 6.B requirement that target capacities be demonstrated may be
requested according to Title 8 if a city or county determines that any calculated
capacity requirement in Table 1 cannot be achieved after implementation of Sections 2,
3 and 4 of this Title to increase expected capacities.

250

Section 6.

251

Local Plan Accommodation of Expected Growth Capacity for Housing and
Employment—Performance Standard

252

All cities and counties within Metro shall demonstrate that:

253
254

A.

The provisions required in Section 2 of this Title have been included in comprehensive
plans and implementing ordinances; and that

255
256
257
258
259

B.

Using the computation method in Section 5, including the minimum residential density
provisions required in Section 2, that calculated capacities will achieve the target
capacities for dwelling units and full-time and part-time jobs contained in Table 1 in
the Appendix to this plan, including both jurisdiction-wide expected capacities and
capacities for mixed-use areas; and that

260
261

C.

Effective measures have been taken to reasonably assure that the calculated capacities
will be built for dwelling units and jobs; and that

262
263
264

D.

Expected development has been permitted at locations and densities likely to be
achieved during the 20-year planning period by the private market or assisted housing
programs, once all new regulations are in effect.

265

Section 7.

266
267

A.

268
269
270
271
272
273

Design Type Density Recommendations

For the area of each of the 2040 Growth Concept design types, the following average
densities for housing and employment are recommended to cities and counties:
Central City - 250 persons per acre
Regional Centers - 60 persons per acre
Station Communities - 45 persons per acre
Town Centers - 40 persons per acre
Main Streets - 39 persons per acre
Corridor - 25 persons per acre
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274
l
276
277

Employment Areas - 20 persons per acre
Industrial Areas - 9 employees per acre
Inner Neighborhoods - 14 persons per acre
Outer Neighborhoods - 13 persons per acre
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278

T I T L E 2:

R E G I O N A L P A R K I N G POLICY

279

Section 1.

Intent

280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288

The State's Transportation Planning Rule calls for reductions in vehicle miles traveled per
capita and restrictions on construction of new parking spaces as a means of responding to
transportation and land use impacts of growth. The Metro 2040 Growth Concept calls for more
compact development as a means to encourage more efficient use of land, promote non-auto trips
and protect air quality. In addition, the federally mandated air quality plan adopted by the state
relies on the 2040 Growth Concept fully achieving its transportation objectives. Notably, the air
quality plan relies upon reducing vehicle trips per capita and related parking spaces through
minimum and maximum parking ratios. This title addresses these state and federal requirements
and preserves the quality of life of the region.

289
290
291
292
293
294
295

A compact urban form requires that each use of land is carefully considered and that more
efficient forms are favored over less efficient ones. Parking, especially that provided in new
developments, can result in a less efficient land usage and lower floor to area ratios. Parking also
has implications for transportation. In areas where transit is provided or other non-auto modes
(walking, biking) are convenient, less parking can be provided and still allow accessibility and
mobility for all modes, including autos. Reductions in auto trips when substituted by non-auto
modes can reduce congestion and increase air quality.

296

Section 2.

297
298
299

A.

Performance Standard

Cities and counties are hereby required to amend their comprehensive plans and
implementing regulations, if necessary, to meet or exceed the following minimum
standards:

300
301

1.

Cities and counties shall require no more parking than the minimum as shown on
Regional Parking Ratios Table, attached hereto; and

302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314

2.

Cities and counties shall establish parking maximums at ratios no greater than
those listed in the Regional Parking Ratios Table and as illustrated in the Parking
Maximum Map.. The designation of A and B zones on the Parking Maximum
Map should be reviewed after the completion of the Regional Transportation Plan
and every three years thereafter. If 20-minute peak hour transit service has
become available to an area within a one-quarter mile walking distance for bus
transit or one-half mile walking distance for light rail transit, that area shall be
added to Zone A. If 20-minute peak hour transit service is no longer available to
an area within a one-quarter mile walking distance for bus transit or one-half mile
walking distance for light rail transit, that area shall be removed from Zone A.
Cities and counties should designate Zone A parking ratios in areas with good
pedestrian access to commercial or employment areas (within 1/3 mile walk) from
adjacent residential areas.
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31*>
1
317
318
319

3.

320
321

Cities and counties shall establish an administrative or public hearing
process for considering ratios for individual or joint developments to allow
a variance for parking when a development application is received which
may result in approval of construction of parking spaces either in excess of
the maximum parking ratios; or less than the minimum parking ratios.

Cities and counties may grant a variance from any maximum parking ratios through a
variance process.

322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331

B.

Free surface parking spaces shall be subject to the regional parking maximums provided
for Zone A and Zone B. Parking spaces in parking structures, fleet parking, parking
for vehicles that are for sale, lease, or rent, employee car pool parking spaces,
dedicated valet parking spaces, spaces that are user paid, market rate parking or other
high-efficiency parking management alternatives may be exempted from maximum
parking standards by cities and counties. Sites that are proposed for redevelopment
may be allowed to phase in reductions as a local option. Where mixed land uses are
proposed,
cities and counties shall provide for blended parking rates.
It is
recommended that cities and counties count adjacent on-street parking spaces, nearby
public parking and shared parking toward required parking minimum standards.

332
333
"
3iD

C.

Cities and counties may use categories or measurement standards other than those in the
Regional Parking Ratios Table, but must provide findings that the effect of the local
regulations will be substantially the same as the application of the Regional Parking
Ratios.

336

D.

Cities and counties shall monitor and provide the following data to Metro on an annual

337

basis:

338

1.

the number and location of newly developed parking spaces, and

339
340
341
342

2.

demonstration of compliance with the minimum and maximum parking
standards, including the application of any variances to the regional standards
in this Title. Coordination with Metro collection of other building data should
be encouraged.
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343

T I T L E 3:

W A T E R Q U A L I T Y AND FLOOD MANAGEMENT C O N S E R V A T I O N

344

Section 1.

Intent

345
346

To protect the beneficial uses and functional values of resources within the Water Quality and
Flood Management Areas by limiting or mitigating the impact on these areas from development

347

activities.

348

Section 2.

349
350

Cities and counties shall ensure that their comprehensive plans and implementing regulations
protect Water Quality and Flood Management Areas pursuant to Section 4. Exceptions to this

351

requirement will be considered under the provisions of Section 7.

352

Section 3.

353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362

Cities and counties are hereby required to amend their plans and implementing ordinances, if
necessary, to ensure that they comply with this Title in one of the following ways:
A.
Either adopt the relevant provisions of the Metro Water Quality and Flood Management
model ordinance and map entitled Metro Water Quality and Flood Management
Conservation Area Map; or
B.
Demonstrate that the plans and implementing ordinances substantially comply with the
performance standards, including the map, contained in Section 4. In this case, the
purpose of this map is to provide a performance standard for evaluation of substantial
compliance for those jurisdictions who choose to develop their own map of water quality
and flood management areas ; or

363

C.

364

Requirement

Implementation Process for Cities and Counties

Any combination of A and B above that substantially complies with all performance
standards in Section 4.

365

Section 4.

Performance S t a n d a r d s

366
367
368
369

A.

370

with the following performance standards:

Flood Mitigation. The purpose of these standards is to protect against flooding, and
prevent or reduce risk to human life and properties, by allowing for the storage and
,
conveyance of stream flows through these natural systems.
The plans and implementing ordinances of cities and counties shall be in substantial compliance

371

1.

Prohibit development within the water quality and flood management area; or

372
373
374

2.

Limit development in a manner that requires balanced cut and fill; unless the
project is demonstrated, by an engineering study, that there is no rise in flood
elevation or that it will have a net beneficial effect on flood mitigation.
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3,.
376
377

3.
flood

378

4.

379
380
381

B.

Require minimum finished floor elevations at least one foot above the design
height or other applicable flood hazard standard for new habitable
structures in the Water Quality and Flood Management Area.
Require that temporary fills permitted during construction shall be removed.

Water Quality. The purpose of these standards is to protect and allow for enhancement
of water quality associated with beneficial uses as defined by the Oregon Water
Resources Department and the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality.

382
383

The plans and implementing ordinances of cities and counties shall be in substantial
compliance with the following performance standards:

384
385
386

1.

Require erosion and sediment control for all new development within the Metro
boundary as contained in the Metro Water Quality and Flood Management model
ordinance.

387
388
389
390
'.
392

2.

Require to the maximum extent practicable that native vegetation cover is
maintained or re-established during development, and that trees and shrubs in the
Water Quality and Flood Management Area are maintained. The vegetative cover
required pursuant to these provisions shall not allow the use of "Prohibited Plants
for Stream Corridors and Wetlands" contained in the Water Quality and Flood
Management Model Code adopted by the Metro Council.

393
394

3.

Prohibit new uses of uncontained areas of hazardous materials as defined by DEQ
in the Water Quality and Flood Management Areas; and

395
396

C.

Protect the long term regional continuity and integrity of Water Quality and Flood
Management Areas

397
398
399
400
401

Standards: Local jurisdictions shall establish or adopt transfer of density within
ownership to mitigate the effects of development in Water Quality and Flood
Management Areas, or through Transferable Development Rights (TDRs), which have
substantially equivalent effect as the Metro Water Quality and Flood Management Model
Ordinance.

402
403
404
405
406
407
408

Metro encourages local government to require that approvals of applications for
partitions, subdivisions and design review actions must be conditioned with protecting
Water Quality and Flood Management Areas with a conservation easement, platted as a
common open space, or through purchase or donation of fee simple ownership to public
agencies or private non-profits for preservation where feasible. Metro and cities and
counties shall recognize that applications involving pre-existing development within the
Water Quality and Flood Management Areas shall be exempted from the provisions
concerning conservation easements and purchase or donation of fee simple ownership to
public agencies or private non-profits for preservation.

4i0
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411

Section 5.

Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Area

412
413
414
415

A.

The purpose of these standards is to conserve, protect, and enhance fish and wildlife
habitat within the fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas identified on the water
quality and flood management area map by establishing performance standards and
promoting coordination by Metro of regional urban water sheds.

416

B.

Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Area Recommendations

417
418
419
420
421

These areas shall be shown on the Water Quality and Flood Management Area Map.
Fishand Wildlife Habitat Conservation Habitat Areas generally include and/or go beyond
the Water Quality and Flood Management Areas. These areas shown on the map are
Metro's initial inventory of significant fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas. Metro
hereby recommends that local jurisdictions adopt the following temporary standards:

422
423

1.

Prohibit development in the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Areas that adversely
impacts fish and wildlife habitat.

424
425
426
427
428

Exceptions: It is recognized that urban development will, at times, necessitate
development activities within or adjacent to Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Conservation Areas. The following Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation
Mitigation Policy, except for emergency situations, applies to all the following
exceptions:

429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439

A project alternatives analysis, where public need for the project has been
established, will be required for any of the exceptions listed below. The
alternatives analysis must seek to avoid adverse environmental impacts by
demonstrating there are no practicable, less environmentally damaging
alternatives available. In those cases where there are no practicable, less
environmentally damaging alternatives, the project proponent will seek
alternatives which reduce or minimize adverse environmental impacts. Where
impacts are unavoidable, compensation, by complete replacement of the impacted
site's ecological attributes or, where appropriate, substitute resources of equal or
greater value will be provided in accordance with the Metro Water Quality and
Flood Management model ordinance.

440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447

a.
b.

c.
d.

Utility construction within a maximum construction zone width
established by cities and counties.
Overhead or underground electric power, telecommunications and cable
television lines within a sewer or stormwater right-of-way or within a
maximum construction zone width established by cities and counties.
Trails, boardwalks and viewing areas construction.
Transportation crossings and widenings. Transportation crossings and
widenings shall be designed to minimize disturbance, allow for fish and
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448

wildlife passage and crossings should be preferably at right angles to the
stream channel.

450
451
452
453

2.

Limit the clearing or removal of native vegetation from the Fish and Wildlife
Habitat Conservation Area to ensure its long term survival and health. Allow and
encourage enhancement and restoration projects for the benefit of fish and
wildlife.

454
455
456
457
458

3.

Require the revegetation of disturbed areas with native plants to 90 percent cover
within three years. Disturbed areas should be replanted with native plants on the
Metro Plant List or an approved locally adopted plant list. Planting or
propagation of plants listed on the Metro Prohibited Plant List within the
Conservation Area shall be prohibited.

459
460
461
462
463

4.

Require compliance with Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW)
seasonal restrictions for in-stream work. Limit development activities that would
impair fish and wildlife during key life-cycle events according to the guidelines
contained in ODFW's "Oregon Guidelines for Timing of In-water Work to
Protect Fish and Wildlife Resources."

464
465
46/

C.

Fish and Wildlife Habitat Protection
Within eighteen (18) months from the effective date of this functional plan, Metro shall
complete the following regional coordination program by adoption of functional plan
provisions.

468
469

1.

Metro shall establish criteria to define and identify regionally significant fish and
wildlife habitat areas.

470
471
472

2.

Metro shall adopt a map of regionally significant fish and wildlife areas after (1)
examining existing Goal 5 data, reports and regulation from cities and counties,
and (2) holding public hearings.

473
474
475
476
477

3.

Metro shall identify inadequate or inconsistent data and protection in existing
Goal 5 data, reports and regulations on fish and wildlife habitat. City and county
comprehensive plan provisions where inventories of significant resources were
completed and accepted by a LCDC Periodic Review Order after January 1, 1993,
shall not be required to comply until their next periodic review.

478
479
480
481

4.

Metro shall complete Goal 5 economic, social, environmental and energy (ESEE)
analyses for mapped regionally significant fish and wildlife habitat areas only for
those areas where inadequate or inconsistent data or protection has been
identified.
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482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489
490
491

5.

Section 6.

Metro shall establish performance standards for protection of regionally
significant fish and wildlife habitat which must be met by the plans implementing
ordinances of cities and counties.
Metro Model Ordinance Required

Metro shall adopt a Water Quality and Flood Management Model Ordinance and map for use by
local jurisdictions to comply with this section. Sections 1-4 of this title shall not become
. effective until 24 months after Metro Council has adopted a Model Code and map that addresses
all of the provisions of this title. Metro may adopt a Model Code and map for protection of
regionally significant fish and wildlife habitat. Section 5 of this title shall be implemented by
adoption of new functional plan provisions.

492

Section 7.

Variances

493
494
495
496

City and county comprehensive plans and implementing regulations are hereby required to
include procedures to consider claims of map error and hardship variances to reduce or remove
stream corridor protection for any property demonstrated to be converted to an unbuildable lot by
application of stream corridor protections.
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497

T I T L E 4:

R E T A I L IN E M P L O Y M E N T AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS

4?o

Section 1.

Intent

499
500
501
502
503

It is the intent of the Metro 2040 Growth Concept that Employment and Industrial Areas contain
supportive retail development. Employment and Industrial areas would be expected to include
some limited retail commercial uses primarily to serve the needs of people working or living in
the immediate
Employment or Industrial Areas; not larger market areas outside the
Employment or Industrial Areas.

504

Section 2.

505
506
507
508

A.

Cities and counties are hereby required to amend their comprehensive plans and
implementing regulations, if necessary, to prohibit retail uses larger than 60,000 square
feet of gross leasable area per building or business in the Industrial Areas designated on
the attached Employment and Industrial Areas Map.

509
510
511
512
513
514

B.

This subsection applies to city and county comprehensive plan designations and zoning
ordinances acknowledged by the effective date of this Functional Plan, which allow retail
uses larger than 60,000 square feet of gross leasable area per building or business in
Employment Areas designated on the attached Employment and Industrial Areas Map.
These cities and counties may continue to allow the extent and location of retail uses
allowed in Employment Areas on the effective date of this Functional Plan for the
specific zones in acknowledged land use regulations listed in Exhibit A of this Title. For
all other zones in Employment Areas, these cities and counties are hereby required to
amend their comprehensive plans and implementing regulations, if necessary, to require a
process resulting in a land use decision for any retail uses larger than 60,000 square feet
of gross leasable area per building or business on those lands where such uses are
currently allowed by any process. The standards for the land use decision to allow any
such retail uses shall require (1) a demonstration in the record that transportation facilities
adequate to serve the retail use, consistent with Metro's functional plans for
transportation, will be in place at the time the retail use begins operation; and (2) a
demonstration that transportation facilities adequate to meet the transportation need for
the other planned uses in the Employment Areas are included in the applicable
comprehensive plan provisions. If the city and county comprehensive plan designations
and zoning ordinances which allow retail uses larger than 60,000 square feet of gross
leasable area per building or business in Employment Areas have not been acknowledged
by the effective date of this Functional Plan, subsection 2.C. of this Title shall apply.

C.

City or county comprehensive plan designations and zoning ordinances acknowledged by
the effective date of this Functional Plan which do not allow retail uses larger than 60,000
square feet of gross leasable area per building or business in Employment Areas
designated on the attached Employment and Industrial Areas Map shall continue to
prohibit them unless an exception is established under Section 3 of this Title pursuant to
the compliance procedures of Title 8.

iio
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535

Comprehensive Plan and Implementing Ordinance Changes Required
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536

Section 3.

Exceptions

537
538

Exceptions to this standard for Employment Areas may be included in local compliance plans
for:

539
540

A.

Low traffic generating, land-consumptive commercial uses with low parking demand
which have a community or region wide market, or

541
542
543
544
545

B.

Specific Employment Areas which have substantially developed retail areas or which
are proposed to be or have been locally designated, but not acknowledged by the effective
date of this Functional Plan, as retail areas, may allow new or redeveloped retail uses
where adequate transportation facilities capacity is demonstrated in local compliance
plans as provided in Title 8.

546

Title 4, Exhibit A

547
548
549

Clackamas County unincorporated
Commercial
Commercial Industrial

550
551
552

Lake Oswego
General Commercial
Highway Commercial

553
554

Troutdale
General Commercial

555
556

Hillsboro
General Commercial

557
558

Sherwood
General Commercial

559
560
561

Tigard

562
563

Tualatin
Commercial General

564
565

Wilsonville
Planned Development Commercial

General Commercial
Commercial Professional
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56*

T I T L E 5:

NEIGHBOR CITIES AND RURAL RESERVES

567

Section 1.

Intent

568

The intent of this title is to clearly define Metro policy with regard to areas outside the Metro

569
570
571
572
573
574

urban growth boundary. NO PORTION O F THIS T I T L E CAN R E Q U I R E ANY ACTIONS
BY N E I G H B O R I N G CITIES. Metro, if neighboring cities jointly agree, will adopt or sign
rural reserve agreements for those areas designated rural reserve in the Metro 2040 Growth
Concept with Multnomah, Clackamas, and Washington County, and Neighbor City Agreements
with Sandy, Canby, and North Plains. Metro would welcome discussion about agreements with
other cities if they request such agreements.

575
576
577

In addition, counties and cities within the Metro boundary are hereby required to amend their
comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances within twenty-four months to reflect the rural
reserves and green corridors policies described in the Metro 2040 Growth Concept.

578

Section 2.

579
580
581
582
58°
5
585
586
587
588
589

Metro shall attempt to designate and protect common rural reserves between Metro's urban
growth boundary and designated urban reserve areas and each neighbor city's urban growth
boundary and designated urban reserves, and designate and protect common locations for green
corridors along transportation corridors connecting the Metro region and each neighboring city.
For areas within the Metro boundary, counties are hereby required to amend their comprehensive
plans and implementing ordinances to identify and protect the rural reserves and green corridors
described in the adopted 2040 Growth Concept and shown on the adopted 2040 Growth Concept
Map. These rural lands shall maintain the rural character of the landscape and our agricultural
economy. New rural commercial or industrial development shall be restricted to the extent
allowed by law. Zoning shall be for resource protection on farm and forestry land, and very lowdensity residential (no greater average density than one unit for five acres) for exception land.

590

For areas outside the Metro boundary, Metro shall encourage intergovernmental agreements with

591

the cities of Sandy, Canby and North Plains.

592

Section 3.

593

Metro shall invite the cities and counties outside the Metro boundary and named in Section 1 of

594

this title to sign an Intergovernmental Agreement, similar to the draft agreements attached hereto.

595

Section 4.

596

Metro shall attempt to negotiate a Green Corridor Intergovernmental Agreement with Oregon

597
598
599

Department of Transportation (ODOT) and the three counties (Clackamas, Multnomah and
Washington) to designate and protect areas along transportation corridors connecting Metro and
neighboring cities.

Rural Reserves and Green Corridors

Invitations for Intergovernmental Agreements

Metro Intent with Regard to Green Corridors
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600

T I T L E 6:

R E G I O N A L ACCESSIBILITY

601

Section 1.

Intent

602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611

Implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept requires that the region identify key measures of
transportation effectiveness which include all modes of transportation. Developing a full array of
these measures will require additional analysis. Focusing development in the concentrated
activity centers, including the central city, regional centers, and station communities, requires the
use of alternative modes of transportation in order to avoid unacceptable levels of congestion.
The continued economic vitality of industrial areas and intermodal facilities is largely dependent
on preserving or improving access to these areas and maintaining reasonable levels of freight
mobility in the region. Therefore, regional congestion standards and other regional system
performance measures shall be tailored to reinforce the specific development needs of the
individual 2040 Growth Concept design types.

612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625

These regional standards will be linked to a series of regional street design concepts that fully
integrate transportation and land use needs for each of the 2040 land use components. The
designs generally form a continuum; a network of throughways (freeway and highway designs)
will emphasize auto and freight mobility and connect major activity centers. Slower-speed
boulevard designs within concentrated activity centers will balance the multi-modal travel
demands for each mode of transportation within these areas. Street and road designs will
complete the continuum, with multi-modal designs that reflect the land uses they serve, but also
serving as moderate-speed vehicle connections between activity centers that complement the
throughway system. While these designs are under development, it is important that
improvements in the most concentrated activity centers are designed to lessen the negative
effects of motor vehicle traffic on other modes of travel. Therefore, implementation of amenity
oriented boulevard treatment that better serves pedestrian, bicycle and transit travel in the central
city, regional centers, main streets, town centers, and station communities is a key step in the
overall implementation of the Metro 2040 Growth Concept.

626

It is intended that the entirety of these Title 6 standards will be supplemented by. the Regional

627

Transportation Plan (RTP) when the RTP is approved and adopted by the Metro Council.

628

Section 2.

629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638

Regional routes in the central city, regional centers, station communities, main streets and town
centers are designated on the Boulevard Design Map. In general, pedestrian and transit oriented
design elements are the priority in the central city and regional centers, station communities,
main streets and town centers. All cities and counties within the Metro region shall implement
or allow others to implement boulevard design elements as improvements are made to these
facilities including those facilities built by ODOT or Tri-Met. Each jurisdiction shall amend
their comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances, if necessary, to require consideration or
installation of the following boulevard design elements when proceeding with right-of-way
improvements on regional routes designated on the boulevard design map:
A.
Wide sidewalks with pedestrian amenities such as benches, awnings and special lighting;

Boulevard Design
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6
640

B.

Landscape strips, street trees and other design features that create a pedestrian buffer
between curb and sidewalk;

641
642

C.

Pedestrian crossings at all intersections, and mid-block crossings where intersection
spacing is excessive;

643

D.

The use of medians and curb extensions to enhance pedestrian crossings where wide

644

streets make crossing difficult;

645

E.

Accommodation of bicycle travel;

646

F.

On-street parking;

647

G.

Motor vehicle lane widths that consider the above improvements;

648
649
650

H.

651
652
(
654
655
656

The design of local street systems, including "local" and "collector" functional classifications, is
generally beyond the scope of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). However, the aggregate
effect of local street design impacts the effectiveness of the regional system when local travel is
restricted by a lack of connecting routes, and local trips are forced onto the regional network.
Therefore, the following design and performance options are intended to improve local
circulation in a manner that protects the integrity of the regional system.

657
658
659

Local jurisdictions within the Metro region are hereby required to amend their comprehensive
plans and implementing ordinances, if necessary, to comply with or exceed one of the following
options in the development review process:

660
661
662

A.

663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670

Use of landscaped medians where appropriate to enhance the visual quality of the
streetscape.
Section 3.
Design Standards for Street Connectivity

Design Option. Cities and counties shall ensure that their comprehensive plans,
implementing ordinances and administrative codes require demonstration of compliance
with the following:
1.

New residential and mixed-use developments shall include local street plans that:

a.
encourage pedestrian and bicycle travel by providing short, direct public
right-of-way
routes to connect residential uses with nearby existing and
planned commercial services, schools, parks and other neighborhood
facilities; and
b.
include no cul-de-sac streets longer than 200 feet, and no more than 25
dwelling units on a closed-end street system except where topography,
barriers such as railroads or freeways, or environmental constraints such as
major streams and rivers, prevent street extension; and
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672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687

c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

688
689
690

2.

691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704

provide bike and pedestrian connections on public easements or right-ofway when full street connections are not possible, with spacing between
connections of no more than 330 feet except where topography, barriers
such as railroads or freeways, or environmental constraints such as major
streams and rivers, prevent street extension; and
consider opportunities to incrementally extend and connect local streets in
primarily developed areas; and
serve a mix of land uses on contiguous local streets; and
support posted speed limits; and
consider narrow street design alternatives that feature total right-of-way of
no more than 46 feet, including pavement widths of no more than 28 feet,
curb-face to curb-face, sidewalk widths of at least 5 feet and landscaped
pedestrian buffer strips that include street trees; and
limit the use of cul-de-sac designs and closed street systems to situations
where topography, pre-existing development or environmental constraints
prevent full street extensions.

For new residential and mixed-use development, all contiguous areas of vacant
and primarily undeveloped land of five acres or more shall be identified by cities
and counties and the following will be prepared:
A map that identifies possible local street connections to adjacent developing
areas. The map shall include street connections at intervals of no more than 660
feet, with more frequent connections in areas planned for mixed use or dense
development.

B.

Performance Option. For residential and mixed use areas, cities and counties shall
amend their comprehensive plans, implementing ordinances and administrative codes, if
necessary, to require demonstration of compliance with performance criteria in the
following manner. Cities and counties shall develop local street design standards in text
or maps or both with street intersection spacing to occur at intervals of no less than eight
street intersections per mile except where topography, barriers such as railroads or
freeways, or environmental constraints such as major streams and rivers, prevent street
extension. The number of street intersections should be greatest in the highest density
2040 Growth Concept design types. Local street designs for new developments shall
satisfy the following additional criteria:

705
706
707
708

1.

Performance Criterion: minimize local traffic on the regional motor vehicle
system, by demonstrating that local vehicle trips on a given regional facility do
not exceed the 1995 arithmetic median of regional trips for facilities of the same
motor vehicle system classification by more than 25 percent.

709
710
711

2.

Performance Criterion: everyday local travel needs are served by direct,
connected local street systems where: (1) the shortest motor vehicle trip over
public streets from a local origin to a collector or greater facility is no more than
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twice the straight-line distance; and (2) the shortest pedestrian trip on public rightof-way is no more than one and one-half the straight-line distance.

712

714

Section 4.

715

A.

Transportation Performance Standards

Alternative Mode Analysis

716
717
718
719
720
721
722
723

1.

Mode split will be used as the key regional measure for transportation
effectiveness in the Central City, Regional Centers and Station Communities.
Each jurisdiction shall establish an alternative mode split target (defined as nonSingle Occupancy Vehicle person-trips as a percentage of all person-trips for all
modes of transportation) for each of the central city, regional centers and station
communities within its boundaries. The alternative mode split target shall be no
less than the regional targets for these Region 2040 Growth Concept land use
components to be established in the Regional Transportation Plan.

724
725
726
727
728

2.

Cities and counties which have Central City, regional centers and station
communities shall identify actions which will implement the mode split targets.
These actions should include consideration of the maximum parking ratios
adopted as part of Title 2; Section 2: Boulevard Design of this Title; and transit's
role in serving the area.

729

B.

Motor Vehicle Congestion Analysis for Mixed Use Areas
1.

Tio
731
732
733
734
735
736

General Congestion Performance Standards (using LOS*)

737

Preferred
Acceptable
Exceeds
Mid-Day one-hour
C or better
D
E or worse
Peak two-hour
E/E or better
F/F or worse
F/E
*Level-of-Service is determined by using either the latest edition of the Highway
Capacity Manual (Transportation Research Board) or through volume to capacity
ratio equivalencies as follows: LOS C = .8 or better; LOS D = .8 to .9; LOS = .9
to 1.0; and LOS F = greater than 1.0. A copy of the Level of Service Tables
from the Highway Capacity Manual is attached as Exhibit A.

738
739
740
741
742
743
744

Level-Of-Service (LOS) is a measurement of the use of a road as a share of
designed capacity. The following table using Level Of Service may be
incorporated into local comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances to
replace current methods of determining motor vehicle congestion on regional
facilities, if a city or county determines that this change is needed to permit
Title 1, Table 1 capacities in the Central City, Regional Centers, Town Centers,
Main Streets and Station Communities:

2.

Accessibility. If a congestion standard is exceeded as identified in 4.B.1, cities and
counties shall evaluate the impact of the congestion on regional accessibility using
the best available methods (quantitative or qualitative). If a determination is made
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746
747
748

by Metro that the congestion negatively impacts regional accessibility, local
jurisdictions shall follow the congestion management procedures identified in 4.C.
below.

749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756

3.

C.

The identified function or the identified capacity of a road may be significantly
affected by planning for Central City, Regional Centers, Town Centers, Main
Streets and Station Communities.
Cities and counties shall amend their
transportation plans and implementing ordinances to either change or take actions as
described in Section 4.C., below, to preserve the identified function and identified
capacity of the road, if necessary, to retain consistency between allowed land uses
and planning for transportation facilities.
Congestion Management

757
758
759

For a city or county to amend their comprehensive plan to add a significant capacity
expansion to a regional facility, the following actions shall be applied, unless the capacity
expansion is included in the Regional Transportation Plan:

760

1.

761
762
763
764
765
766

To address Level of Service, the following shall be implemented:
a.
b.
c.

d.

767

2.

768
769

Transportation system management techniques
Corridor or site-level transportation demand management techniques
Additional motor vehicle capacity to parallel facilities, including the
consideration of a grid pattern consistent with connectivity standards
contained in Title 6 of this plan
Transit service improvements to increase ridership

To address preservation of motor vehicle function:
a.
b.

Implement traffic calming
Change the motor vehicle function classification

770
771
772

3.

To address or preserve existing street capacity, implement transportation
management strategies (e.g. access management, signal interties, lane
channelization)

773

If the above considerations do not adequately and cost-effectively address the problem,

774

capacity improvements may be included in the comprehensive plan.

775

D.

Motor Vehicle Congestion Analysis Outside of Mixed Use Areas

776
777
778

Outside of Central City, Regional Centers, Town Centers, Main Streets and Station
Communities, and where cities and counties have not elected to use the General Congestion
Performance Standards in subsection 4.B of this Title:
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779

1.

The identified function or the identified capacity of a road may be significantly
affected by implementation of this functional plan. Cities and counties shall
amend their transportation plans and implementing ordinances to change or take
actions as described in Section 4.C., below, to preserve the identified function and
identified capacity of the facility, if necessary, to retain consistency between
allowed land uses and planning for transportation facilities.

785
786
787

2.

The congestion performance standard for designated state highways as identified
in the 1990 Oregon Highway Plan shall be the peak and off-peak performance
criteria in Appendix F of the 1992 Oregon Transportation Plan.

788
789
790
791

3.

The congestion performance standard for arterials of regional significance
identified at Figure 4-2 of Chapter 4 of the 1992 Regional Transportation Plan
should be the peak and off-peak performance criteria in Chapter 1, Section D of
the 1992 Regional Transportation Plan.

792

4.

Congestion level of service standards are not required for all other roads.

793
794
795
796
797

5.

If the congestion performance for a road is exceeded or the identified function or
identified capacity is inconsistent with land uses, cities and counties shall apply
the congestion management actions identified in 4.C.1-3, above. If these actions
do not adequately and cost-effectively address the problem, capacity
improvements may be included in the comprehensive plan."

781
782
783
784
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Greater than 60 mph

A
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Demand/capacity ratios of greater than 1.10

Greater than 60
Forced flow, breakdown conditions
seconds; not acceptable
for most drivers
Volume/capacity ratio of greater than 1.00

40.1 to 60 seconds;
Operating conditions at or near capacity; unstable flow
individual cycle failures
are frequent; poor
Volume/capacity ratio of .91 to 1.00
progression

25.1 to 40 seconds;
High density but stable flow
individual cycle failures
are noticeable
Volume/capacity ratio of .81 to .90

15.1 to 25 seconds;
Stable flow with delays; less freedom to maneuver
individual cycle failures
may begin to appear
Volume/capacity ratio of .71 to .80

Demand exceeds roadway capacity, limiting volume that can be carried and
forcing excess demand onto parallel routes and extending the peak period
Source; 1985 Highway Capacity Manual (A through F Descriptions)
Metro (>F Description)

bumper-to-bumper

Less than 30 mph

TRAFFIC FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

5.1 to 15 seconds; more
Stable flow with slight delays; reasonably unimpeded
vehicles stop than for
LOS A
Volume/capacity ratio .61 to .70

Less than 13 mph

13 to 17 mph

Average spacing:
4 car-lengths

E 30 to 46 mph

>F

17 to 22 mph

Average spacing:
G cnr-lengths

D 46 to 54 mph

F

22 to 28 mph

Average spacing:
9 car-lengths

C 54 to 57 mph

SIGNALIZED
INTERSECTIONS
(stopped delay per
vehicle)

Less than 5 seconds;
Virtually free flow; completely unimpeded
most vehicles do not
stop at all
Volume/capacity ratio less than or equal to .60

Greater than 35 mph

ARTERIALS
(average travel speed
assuming a typical free
flow speed of 40 mph)

28 to 35 mph

Average spacing:
13 car-lengths

B 57 to 60 mph

Average spacing:
22 car-lengths

FREEWAYS
(average travel speed
assuming 70 mph
design speed)

LOS

Level of Service (LOS) Definitions for Freeways, Arterials and Signalized Intersections

Title 6, Exhibit A
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799

TITLE 7:

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

800

Section 1.

Intent

801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808

RUGGO Objective 17 requires that Metro adopt a "fair share" strategy for meeting the housing
needs of the urban population in cities and counties based on a subregional analysis. A "fair
share" strategy will include (1) a diverse range of housing types available within cities and
counties inside the UGB; (2) specific goals for low and moderate rate housing to ensure that
sufficient and affordable housing is available to households of all income levels that live or have
a member working in each jurisdiction; (3) housing densities and costs supportive of adopted
public policy for the development of the regional transportation system and designated centers
and corridors; and (4) a balance of jobs and housing within the region and subregions.

809
810
811
812
813

Title 1 of this functional plan requires cities and counties to change their zoning to accommodate
development at higher densities in locations supportive of the transportation system. Two other
parts of the "fair share" strategy are addressed here: (1) encouraging use of tools identified to
improve availability of sufficient housing affordable to households of all income levels; and (2)
encouraging manufactured housing to assure a diverse range of available housing types.

814

Section 2.

815
81 fi
I
818
819
820
821

According to HUD standards, housing is affordable if the resident is paying no more than onethird of their income for housing. Data from the federally required County Consolidated Plans
clearly demonstrate that there exists a shortage of housing affordable to low and moderate
income people in most, if not all, cities and counties. Metro recommends that cities and counties
increase their efforts to provide for the housing needs of households of all income levels that live
or have a member working in each jurisdiction and that they consider implementation of some or
all of the following tools and approaches to facilitate the development of affordable housing:

Recommendations to Improve Availability of Affordable Housing

822
823

A.

Donate buildable tax-foreclosed properties to nonprofit organizations or
governments for development as mixed market affordable housing.

824
825

B.

Develop permitting process incentives for housing being developed to serve
people at or below 80% of area median income.

826
827
828

C.

Provide fee waivers and property tax exemptions for projects developed by
nonprofit organizations or governments serving people at or below 60% of area
median income.

829
830

D.

Create a land banking program to enhance the availability of appropriate sites for
permanently affordable housing.

831
832
833

E.

Consider replacement ordinances that would require developers of high-income
housing, commercial, industrial, recreational or government projects to replace
any affordable housing destroyed by these projects.
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834
835
836

F.

Consider linkage programs that require developers of job-producing development,
particularly that which receives tax incentives, to contribute to an affordable
housing fund.

837
838
839
840

G.

Commit locally controlled funds, such as Community Development Block Grants,
Strategic Investment Program tax abatement funds or general fund dollars, to the
development of permanently affordable housing for people at or below 60% of
area median income.

841
842
843

H.

Consider inclusionary zoning requirements, particularly in tax incentive
programs, for new development in transit zones and other areas where public
investment has contributed to the value and developability of land.

844

Section 3.

845
846
847

State housing policy requires the provision of manufactured housing inside all Urban Growth
Boundaries as part of the housing mix with appropriate placement standards. The following are
recommended to reduce regulatory barriers to appropriately placed manufactured housing:

Recommendations to Encourage Manufactured Housing

848
849
850

A.

Requirements for a minimum of five acres to develop a manufactured housing
park should be reviewed to consider a lesser requirement, or elimination of a
minimum parcel and/or lot size entirely.

851
852
853

B.

Manufactured homes configured as duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, etc. should be
encouraged outside manufactured dwelling parks where zoning densities are
consistent with single story development.
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T I T L E 8:

C O M P L I A N C E PROCEDURES

855

Section 1.

Compliance Required

856
857
858
859

All cities and counties within the Metro boundary are hereby required to amend their
comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances to comply with the provisions of this
functional plan within twenty-four months of the effective date of this ordinance. Metro
recommends the adoption of the policies that affect land consumption as soon as possible.

860

Section 2.

861
862

A.

Compliance Procedures

On or before six months prior to the deadline established in Section 1, cities and counties
shall transmit to Metro the following:

863
864

1.

An evaluation of their local plans, including public facility capacities and the
amendments necessary to comply with this functional plan;

865
866

2.

Copies of all applicable comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances and
public facility plans, as proposed to be amended;

867
868

3.

Findings that explain how the amended city and county comprehensive plans will
achieve the standards required in titles 1 through 6 of this functional plan.

8L
870
871

In developing the evaluation, plan and ordinance amendments and findings, cities and
counties shall address the Metro 2040 Growth Concept, and explain how the proposed
amendments implement the Growth Concept.

872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886

B.

Exceptions to any of the requirements in the above titles may be granted by the Metro
Council, as provided for in the Regional Urban Growth Goals and Objectives, Section
5.3, after MPAC review. Requests for an exception should include a city or county
submittal as specified in this section. The Metro Council will make all final decisions
for the grant of any requested exception .
1.

Population and Capacity. An exception to the requirement contained in Table 1
of Title 1 that the target capacities shall be met or exceeded may be granted based
on a submittal which includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a.

b.

A demonstration of substantial evidence of the economic infeasibility to
provide sanitary sewer, water, stormwater or transportation facilities to an
area or areas; or
A demonstration that the city or county is unable to meet the target
capacities listed in Table 1 because substantial areas have prior
commitments to development at densities inconsistent with Metro target;
or
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887
.888
889

c.

A demonstration that the dwelling unit and job capacities cannot be
accommodated at densities or locations the market or assisted programs
will likely build during the planning period.

890
891
892
893
894
895

As part of any request for exception under this subsection, a city or county
shall also submit an estimate of the amount of dwelling units or jobs
included in the capacity listed in Table 1 that cannot be accommodated;
and a recommendation which identifies land that would provide for the
unaccommodated capacity located outside the urban growth boundary and
near or adjacent to the city or county.

896
897
898
899

hi reviewing any request for exception based on the financial feasibility of
providing public services, Metro, along with cities and counties, shall estimate the
cost of providing necessary public services and compare those with the estimated
costs submitted by the city or county requesting the exemption.

900
901
902
903
904

2.

905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912

a.
b.
c.
d.

913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925

Parking Measures. Subject to the provisions of Title 2, cities or counties may
request an exception to parking requirements. Metro may consider a city or
county government request to allow areas designated as Zone A to be subject to
Zone B requirements upon the city or county establishing that, for the area in
question:
There are no existing plans to provide transit service with 20-minute or
lower peak frequencies; and
There are no adjacent neighborhoods close enough to generate sufficient
pedestrian activity; and
There are no significant pedestrian activity within the present business
district; and
That it will be feasible for the excess parking to be converted to the
development of housing, commerce or industry in the future.

The burden of proof for a variance shall increase based on the quality and timing
of transit service. The existence of transit service or plans for the provision of
transit service near a 20-minute or lower peak frequency shall establish a higher
burden to establish the need for the exception.
3.

from

Water Quality and Flood Management Areas. Cities and counties may request
areas to be added or deleted from the Metro Water Quality and Flood
Management Area based on a finding that the area identified on the map is not a
Water Quality and Flood Management Area or a Fish and Wildlife Habitat
Conservation Area, as defined in this functional plan. Areas may also be deleted
the map if the city or county can prove that its deletion and the cumulative
impact of all deletions in its jurisdiction will have minimal impact on the water
quality of the stream and on flood effects. Findings shall be supported by
evidence, including the results of field investigations.
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9?'
9i
928
929
930

4.

Retail in Employment and Industrial Areas. Subject to the provisions of Title 4,
cities and counties may request a change in the Employment and Industrial Areas
Map. Metro may consider a. city or county request to modify an Employment
Area to exempt existing or locally designated retail areas, unacknowledged by the
date of this Functional Plan, where they can demonstrate that

931
932
933
934
935
936

a.

The Employment and Industrial Areas Map
included lands within
Employment Areas having a substantially developed existing retail area or
a locally designated retail area pursuant to a comprehensive plan
acknowledged by the date of this Functional Plan which allowed retail
uses larger than 60,000 square feet of gross leasable area per building or
business; or

937
938
939
940

b.

The requested retail area in an Employment Area has been found to be
appropriate for an exception based upon current or projected needs within
the jurisdiction and the city or county can demonstrate that adequate
transportation facilities capacity exists for that retail area.

941
942
943
944

5.

Regional Accessibility. Cities or counties may request an exception to the
requirements of Title 6, Regional Accessibility, where they can show that a street
system or connection is not feasible for reasons of topographic constraints or
natural or built environment considerations.

945
946
947
948
949

C.

The Metro Council may grant an extension to time lines under this functional plan if the
city or county has demonstrated substantial progress or proof of good cause for failing to
complete the requirements on time. Requests for extensions of the compliance
requirement in Section 1 of this Title should accompany the compliance transmittal
required in Section 2. A. of this Title.

950
951
952
953
954
955

D.

In addition to the above demonstrations, any city or county request or determination
that functional plan policies should not or cannot be incorporated into comprehensive
plans shall be subject to the conflict resolution and mediation processes included within
the RUGGO, Goal I, provisions prior to the final adoption of inconsistent policies or
actions.
Final land use decisions of cities and counties inconsistent with functional
plan requirements are subject to immediate appeal for violation of the functional plan.

956
957
958
959

E.

Compliance with requirements of this plan shall not require cities or counties to violate
federal or state law, including statewide land use goals. Conflicting interpretations of
legal requirements may be the subject of a compliance interpretation and conflict
resolution under RUGGO Objective 5.3.

960

Section 3.

r 1

After the effective date of this ordinance, any amendment of a comprehensive plan or
implementing ordinance shall be consistent with the requirements of this functional plan. Metro

"

Any Comprehensive Plan Change must Comply
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963
964
965

shall assist cities and counties in achieving compliance with all applicable functional plan
requirements. Upon request, Metro will review proposed comprehensive plan and implementing
ordinances for functional plan compliance prior to city or county adoption.

966

Section 4.

967
968

A.

Compliance Plan Assistance

Any city or county may request of Metro a compliance plan which contains the
following:

969
970
971

1.

An analysis of the city or county comprehensive plan and implementing
ordinances, and what sections require change to comply with the performance
standards.

972
973

2.

Specific amendments that would bring the city or county into compliance with the
requirements of Sections 1 to 8, if necessary.

974
975

B.

Cities and counties must make the request within four months of the effective date of this
ordinance. The request shall be signed by the highest elected official of the jurisdiction.

976
977
978
979

C.

Metro shall deliver a compliance plan within four months of the request date. The
compliance plan shall be a recommendation from the Executive Officer. The compliance
plan shall be filed with the Metro Council two weeks before it is transmitted, for possible
review and comment.

980

Section 5.

981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989
990
991

The Metro Council may initiate a functional plan interpretation through whatever procedures it
deems appropriate on its own motion with or without an application. After the effective date of
this ordinance, Metro shall provide a process for cities and counties required by this functional
plan to change their plans to seek interpretations of the requirements of this functional plan. The
process shall provide, in addition to other requirements that the Metro Council may establish,
(1) the applications must state the specific interpretation requested; (2) the Executive Officer
shall seek comment from interested parties, review the application and make an interpretation to
the Metro Council; (3) the Executive Officer's interpretation shall be final unless appealed to the
Metro Council by the applicant or any citizen or party who presented written comments to the
Executive Officer; (4) the Metro Council may also on its own motion review an Executive
Officer interpretation before it becomes final.

992

Section 6.

993
994
995
996
997

Functional Plan Interpretation Process

Citizen Review Process

A citizen who has presented written or oral testimony to a city or county on an issue of
application of this functional plan may petition the Metro Council to initiate a functional plan
interpretation or conflict resolution action. After hearing the citizen petition and any response
from
any affected cities and counties, the Metro Council may, as it considers necessary, decide
to:
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i

1.

Interpret the functional plan; or

999

2.

Initiate a functional plan interpretation using the process in Section 5 of this Title; or

1000
1001

3.

Initiate the conflict resolution process of RUGGO Objective 5.3 for any apparent or
potential inconsistencies between comprehensive plans and this functional plan; or . .

1002

4.

Postpone consideration of the issue to an appropriate time when compliance with a

1003

functional plan requirement is scheduled.

1004

Section 7.

1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
If

A.

1014
1015
1016

C.

B.

Enforcement

Prior to a final decision to amend a comprehensive plan or implementing ordinance, a
city or county determination that a requirement of this functional plan should not or
cannot be implemented may be subject to a compliance interpretation and the conflict
resolution process provided for in RUGGO, Goal I at the request of the city or county.
City or county actions to amend a comprehensive plan or implementing ordinance in
violation of this functional plan at any time after the effective date of this ordinance shall
be subject to appeal or other legal action for violation of a regional functional plan
requirement, including but not limited to reduction of regional transportation funding and
funding priorities.
Failure to amend comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances as required by
Section 1 of this Title shall be subject to any and all enforcement actions authorized by
law.
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1017

TITLE 9:

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

1018

Section 1.

Intent

1019
1020
1021

In order to monitor progress in implementation of this functional plan, and in order to implement
Objective 10 of RUGGO, Metro shall establish performance measures related to the achievement
and expected outcome resulting from the implementation of this functional plan.

1022

Section 2.

1023
1024

A.

Performance Measures Adoption

Within three months of the adoption of this functional plan, the Metro Executive Officer
shall submit to the Council the Executive Officer's recommendations for:

1025
1026

1.

Performance measures to be used in evaluating the progress of the region in
implementation of this functional plan; and

1027
1028

2.

Policies for corrective action should the performance measures indicate that the
goals contained in the functional plan are not being achieved.

1029
1030
1031

In developing these performance measures and policies, the Executive Officer shall use the best
technology available to Metro, and shall, in addition, submit the current and recent historic levels
for the proposed performance measures.

1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038

B.

The Council, after receiving advice and comment from the Metropolitan Policy Advisory
Committee, shall adopt a list of performance measures that will be used to monitor and
evaluate this functional plan. The performance measures will b e evaluated at least by
regional level, by Growth Concept design types, by regional and town center market
areas, and by jurisdiction. The performance measures shall include a biennial goal for the
next six years, and shall be accompanied by policies for adjusting the regional plans
based on actual performance.

1039

C.

The performance measures shall include, but shall not be limited to the following:

1040
1041

1.

Amount of land converted from vacant to other uses, according to jurisdiction,
Growth Concept design type, and zoning;

1042
1043

2.

Number and types of housing constructed, their location, density, and costs,
according to jurisdiction, Growth Concept design type, and zoning;

1044
1045

3.

The number of new jobs created in the region, according to jurisdiction, Growth
Concept design type, and zoning;

1046
1047
1048

4.

The amount of development of both jobs and housing that occurred as
redevelopment or infill, according to jurisdiction, Growth Concept design type,
and zoning;
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10
1050

5.

T h e amount of land that is environmentally sensitive that is permanently
protected, and the amount that is developed;

1051
1052

6.

Other measures that can be reliably measured and will measure progress in
implementation in key areas.

1053

7.

Cost of land based on lot prices according to jurisdiction, Growth Concept design

1054

type, and zoning; and according to redeveloped and vacant classifications.

1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
10^
10o_
1066

8.
D.

The average vacancy rate for all residential units.

Use of the performance measures
1.

2.

The performance measures will contain both the current level of achievement, and
the proposed level necessary to implement this functional plan and achieve the
Metro 2040 Growth Concept adopted in the Regional Urban Growth Goals and
Objectives (RUGGO). The performance measures will be used to evaluate and
adjust, as necessary, Metro's functional plans, Urban Growth Boundary, and other
regional plans.
B y March 1 of every other year beginning March 1, 1999, the Executive Officer
shall report to the Council an assessment of the regional performance measures,
and recommend corrective actions, as necessary, consistent with the Metro
Council's policies.

1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072

3.

The Council shall refer the recommendations to the Hearing Officer, who shall
hold a hearing to review the data in the Executive Officer's report on the
performance measures, and gather additional data from any interested party. The
Hearing officer shall review all of the information presented on the performance
measures. T h e complete record of information, findings of fact, and a
recommendation shall be forwarded to the Council by the Hearing Officer.

1073
1074

4.

The Council shall hold a hearing on the record, adopt findings of fact, and take
any necessary corrective action by September 1 of the year.
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1075

T I T L E 10:

DEFINITIONS

1076
1077

Accessibility means the amount of time required to reach a given location or service by any
mode of travel.

1078

Alternative Modes means alternative methods of travel to the automobile, including public

1079

transportation (light rail, bus and other forms of public transportation), bicycles and walking.

1080

Balanced cut and fill means no net increase in fill within the floodplain.

1081
1082
1083
1084

Bikeway means separated bike paths, striped bike lanes, or wide outside lanes that
accommodate bicycles and motor vehicles.
Boulevard Design means a design concept that emphasizes pedestrian travel, bicycling and the
use of public transportation, and accommodates motor vehicle travel.

1085
1086

Calculated Capacity means the number of dwelling units and jobs that can be contained in an
area based on the calculation required by this functional plan.

1087
1088

Capacity Expansion means constructed or operational improvements to the regional motor
vehicle system that increase the capacity of the system.

1089
1090

Comprehensive plan means the all inclusive, generalized, coordinated land use map and policy
statement of cities and counties defined in ORS 197.015(5).

1091
1092

Connectivity means the degree to which the local and regional street systems in a given area
are interconnected.

1093
1094
1095
1096
1097
1098

Designated Beneficial Water Uses means the same as the term as defined by the Oregon
Department of Water Resources, which is: an instream public use of water for the benefit of an
appropriator for a purpose consistent with the laws and the economic and general welfare of the
people of the state and includes, but is not limited to, domestic, fish life, industrial, irrigation,
mining, municipal, pollution abatement, power development, recreation, stockwater and wildlife
uses.

1099
1100
1101
1102

Design Type means the conceptual areas described in the Metro 2040 Growth Concept text and
map in Metro's regional goals and objectives, including central city, regional centers, town
centers, station communities, corridors, main streets, inner and outer neighborhoods, industrial
areas, and employment areas.

1103
1104
1105
1106

Development means any manmade change defined as buildings or other structures, mining,
dredging, paving, filling, or grading in amounts greater than ten (10) cubic yards on any lot or
excavation. In addition, any other activity that results in the removal of more than 10% of the
existing vegetated area on the lot is defined as development, for the purposes of Title 3.
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1107
110s
1109
1110
1111
1112

Exceptions:
a.

b.
c.

Stream enhancement or restoration projects approved by cities and counties.
Agricultural activity.
Replacement, additions, alterations and accessory uses for existing structures and
development that do not encroach into the Water Quality and Flood Management
Area more than the existing structure or development.

1113
1114
1115

Development Application means an application for a land use decision, limited land decision
including expedited land divisions, but excluding partitions as defined in ORS 92.010(7) and
ministerial decisions such as a building permit.

1116

DBH means the diameter of a tree measured at breast height.

1117
1118

DLCD Goal 5 ESEE means a decision process local governments carry out under OAR 660-23040.

1119
1120
1121
1122
1123
1124

Fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Area means the area defined on the Metro Water
Quality and Flood Management Area Map to be completed and attached hereto. These include
all Water Quality and Flood Management Areas that require regulation in order to protect fish
and wildlife habitat. This area has been mapped to generally include the area 200 feet from top
of bank of streams in undeveloped areas with less than 2 5 % slope, and 100 feet from edge of
mapped wetland on undeveloped land.

1125
1126

Floodplain means land subject to periodic flooding, including the 100-year floodplain as
mapped by FEMA Flood Insurance Studies or other substantial evidence of actual flood events.

1127
1128
1129
1130

Functions and Values of Stream Corridors means stream corridors have the following
functions and values: water quality retention and enhancement, flood attenuation, fish and
wildlife habitat, recreation, erosion control, education, aesthetic, open space and wildlife
corridor.

1131
1132

Growth Concept M a p means the conceptual map demonstrating the 2040 Growth Concept
design types attached to this plan in the Appendix.

1133
1134

Hazardous materials means materials described as hazardous by Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality.

1135
1136
1137

Implementing Regulations means any city or county land use regulation as defined by
ORS 197.015(11) which includes zoning, land division or other ordinances which establish
standards for implementing a comprehensive plan.

1138
1139

Landscape Strip means the portion of public right-of-way located between the sidewalk and
curb.
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1140

Level-of-Service (LOS) means the ratio of the volume of motor vehicle demand to the capacity

1141

of the motor vehicle system during a specific increment of time.

1142

Local Trip means a trip 2'/2 miles or less in length.

1143
1144
1145

Median means the center portion of public right-of-way, located between opposing directions
of motor vehicle travel lanes. A median is usually raised and may be landscaped, and usually
incorporates left turn lanes for motor vehicles at intersections and major access points.

1146
1147

Metro means the regional government of the metropolitan area, the elected Metro Council as the
policy setting body of the government.

1148
1149

Metro Boundary means the jurisdictional boundary of Metro, the elected regional government
of the metropolitan area.

1150
1151

Metro Urban Growth Boundary means the urban growth boundary as adopted and amended by
the Metro Council, consistent with state law.

1152

Mixed Use means comprehensive plan or implementing regulations that permit a mixture of

1153

commercial and residential development.

1154

Mobility means the speed at which a given mode of travel operates in a specific location.

1155
1156

Mode-Split Target means the individual percentage of public transportation, pedestrian,
bicycle and shared-ride trips expressed as a share of total person-trips.

1157
1158

Motor Vehicle means automobiles, vans, public and private buses, trucks and semi-trucks,
motorcycles and mopeds.

1159
1160
1161

Multi-Modal means transportation facilities or programs designed to serve many or all
methods of travel, including all forms of motor vehicles, public transportation, bicycles and
walking.

1162

Narrow Street Design means streets with less than 46 feet of total right-of-way and no more

1163

than 28 feet of pavement width between curbs.

1164

Net Acre means an area measuring 43.560 square feet which excludes:

1165

(1)

any developed road rights-of-way through or on the edge of the land; and

1166

(2)

environmentally constrained areas, including any open water areas, floodplains,

1167
1168
1169
1170

natural resource areas protected under statewide planning Goal 5 in the
comprehensive plans of cities and counties in the region, slopes in excess of 25
percent and wetlands requiring a Federal fill and removal permit under Section
404 of the Clean Water Act. These excluded areas do not include lands for which
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the local zoning code provides a density bonus or other mechanism which allows
the transfer of the allowable density or use to another area or to development
elsewhere on the same site; and

1171
1
1173
1174

(3)

all publicly-owned land designated for park and open spaces uses.

1175
1176

Net Developed Acre consists of 43,560 square feet of land, after excluding present and future
rights-of-way, school lands and other public uses.

1177
1178

Perennial Streams means all primary and secondary perennial water ways as mapped by the
U.S. Geological Survey.

1179
1180
1181

Performance Measure means a measurement derived from technical analysis aimed at
determining whether a planning policy is achieving the expected outcome or intent associated
with the policy.

1182
1183

Persons Per Acre means the intensity of building development by combining residents per net
acre and employees per net acre.

1184

Person-Trips means the total number of discrete trips by individuals using any mode of travel.

1185
llp<

Practicable means available and capable of being done after taking into consideration cost,
existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project purpose.

1187
1188

Primarily Developed means areas where less than 10% of parcels are either vacant or
underdeveloped.

1189
1190
1191

Redevelopable Land means land on which development has already occurred which, due to
present or expected market forces, there exists the strong likelihood that existing development
will be converted to more intensive uses during the planning period.

1192
1193

Regional Goals and Objectives are the land use goals and objectives that Metro is required to
adopt under ORS 268.380(1).

1194
1195
1196
1197

Retail means activities which include the sale, lease or rent of new or used products to the
general public or the provision of product repair or services for consumer and business goods.
Hotels or motels, restaurants or firms involved in the provision of personal services or office
space are not considered retail uses.

1198
1199
1200
1201
1202

Riparian area means the water influenced area adjacent to a river, lake or stream consisting of
the area of transition from an hydric ecosystem to a terrestrial ecosystem where the presence of
water directly influences the soil-vegetation complex and the soil-vegetation complex directly
influences the water body. It can be identified primarily by a combination of geomorphologic
and ecologic characteristics.

l^-j

Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) means private passenger vehicles carrying one occupant.
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1204

Shared-Ride means private passenger vehicles carry ing more than one occupant.

1205

Straight-Line Distance means the shortest distance measured between two points.

1206
1207

Target capacities means the capacities in Table 1 required to be demonstrated by cities and
counties for compliance with Title 1, Section 2.

1208

Target densities means the average combined household and employment densities established

1209

for each design type in the RUGGO 2040 Growth Concept.

1210

Top of Bank means the same as "bankfull stage" defined in OAR 141-85-010(2).

1211
1212
1213

Traffic Calming means street design or operational features intended to maintain a given
motor vehicle travel speed.
Underdeveloped Parcels means those parcels of land with less than 10% of the net acreage

1214

developed with permanent structures.

1215

Vacant Land: Land identified in the Metro or local government inventory as undeveloped land.

1216
1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226

Variance means a discretionary decision to permit modification of the terms of an implementing
ordinance based on a demonstration of unusual hardship or exceptional circumstance unique to a
specific property.
Water Quality and Flood Management Area means an area defined on the Metro Water
Quality and Flood Management Area Map, to be attached hereto. These are areas that require
regulation in order to mitigate flood hazards and to preserve and enhance water quality. This
area has been mapped to generally include the following: stream or river channels, known and
mapped wetlands, areas with floodprone soils adjacent to the stream, floodplains, and sensitive
water areas. The sensitive areas are generally defined as 50 feet from top of bank of streams for
areas of less than 25% slope, and 200 feet from top of bank on either side of the stream for areas
greater than 25% slope, and 50 feet from the edge of a mapped wetland.

1227
1228

Zoned Capacity means the highest number of dwelling units or jobs that are allowed to be
contained in an area by zoning and other city or county jurisdiction regulations.
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1229

Table 1 - Target Capacity for Housing and Employment Units - Year 1994 to 2017
City or County

Dwelling Unit
Capacity1

Job
Capacity

Mixed Use Areas'
Job
Increase

Dwelling Unit
Capacity
Beaverton
15,021
Cornelius
1,019
Durham
262
Fairview
2,921
Forest Grove
2.873
Gladstone
600
Gresham
16,817
Happy Valley
2.030
Hillsboro
14.812
Johnson City
168
King City
182
Lake Oswego
3,353
27
Maywood Park
3.514
Milwaukie
Oregon City
6,157
Portland
70,704
River Grove
(15)
Sherwood
5.010
Tigard
6,073
Troutdale
3,789
Tualatin
3,635
West Linn
2.577
Wilsonville
4.425
Wood Village
423
Clackamas County1* 19,530
Multnomah County
3.089
Washington County 54.999
243.993

9,019

19,084

48
0
635
67
20

335
0

3,146

9,695

52

245

9,758

20,338

0
55
446
0

0
184

7,478
8.185
158,503

2,571
26.960

6,444
2,341
100.087

41

0

0

8.156
14,901
5,570
9,794
2,114
15.030

1,108

3,585
8,026

25.122
2.812
498

5,689
5.488
1.530
23,753
1,767
58,247
180
241

8,179
5

736

42.685
2.381
52.578
461,633

341

981
107

2,745
628
140

3,022
0

267

1,248

2.069

0
743
68

4.952

594
211

1.661

13.886

0

0

13,273

25.450

1
Based on Housing Needs Analysis.

Applies to existing city limits as of June, 1996. Annexations to cities would include the city assuming

2'esponsibilitY for Target Capacity previously accommodated in unincorporated county.
Mixed use areas are: Central City - about 250 persons per acre; regional centers - about 60 ppa; town centers 40 ppa.: station communities - about 45
3 ppa.;

main streets - about 39 ppa.
Standards apply to the urban unincorporated portion of the county only. At the request of cities. Metro may also supply targets for planning
areas for cities in addition to the existing boundary targets cited above.
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Open Space and Oth nds
Excluded from Metro
Buildable Lands Inventory

L E G E N D
Public Parks
Other Public andPrivateOpenSpace
Slopes in Excess of 25%
National Wetlands Inventory onVACANTLand
100YearFloodPlain on Vacant Land
Flood PRONE Soils onVACANTLand
Removed at Local Goverment Request

1230

Table 2 - Regional Parking Ratios
(parking ratios are based on spaces per 1,000 sq ft of gross leasable area unless
otherwise stated)
Maximum Permitted
Land Use
Maximum
Minimum Parking
Permitted
Parking Zone A:

Parking Ratios - Zone B:

Rest of Region

2.7

Transit and
Pedestrian
Accessible
Areas'
3.4

4.1

1.6

None

None

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.2

0.3

0.3

1.0
4.3

1.3
5.4

1.5
6.5

4.1

5.1

6.2

4.3
0.3

5.4
0.4

6.5
0.5

9.9
15.3
0.5

12.4
19.1
0.6

14.9
23
0.8

3.9

4.9

5.9

1
1
1

none
none
none

none
none
none

1.25
1.5
1.75

none
none
none

none
none
none

Requirements
(See) Central City
Transportation
Management Plan
for downtown
Portland stds)
Requirements may
Not Exceed

General Office (includes Office Park,
"Flex-Space", Government Office &
misc. Services) (gsf)
Light Industrial
Industrial Park
Manufacturing (gsf)
Warehouse (gross square feet; parking
ratios apply to warehouses 150,000 gsf
or greater)
Schools: College/
University & High School
(spaces/# of students and staff)
Tennis Racquetball Court
Sports Club/Recreation
Facilities
Retail/Commercial, including shopping
centers
Bank with Drive-In
Movie Theater
(spaces/number of seats)
Fast Food with Drive Thru
Other Restaurants
Place of Worship
(spaces/seats)
Medical/Dental Clinic
Residential Uses
Hotel/Motel
Single Family Detached
Residential unit, less than 500 square
feet per unit, one bedroom
Multi-family, townhouse, one bedroom
Multi-family, townhouse, two bedroom
Multi-family,
townhouse,
three
bedroom

Ratios for uses not included in this table would be determined by cities and counties. In the event that a local government proposes
different measure, for example, spaces per seating area for a restaurant instead of gross leasable area, Metro may gram approval upon ;
demonstration by the local government that the parking space requirement is substantially similar to the regional standard.
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Parking Maximums
Twenty Minute Bus Service and
2040 Design Types

L E G E N D
Light RAIL Stops
ZONB A
Accessible areas with lower
parking requirements
ZONE B
All other areas.

Newberg

Functional Plan Title 4
Retail Restrictions
Industrial and Employment Areas

L E G E N D
Employment Areas
Individual Areas

Regional Boulevards
Boulevard Treatment
2040 Design Types

L E G E N D
BOULEVARDS
RegionalRoutesWithin Centers.
StationAreasand Main Streets
NON-BOULEVARD5
ArtartalsOutsideCenters,Station AREAS
andMainStreets. All
Thoughways.
2040 DESIGN TYPES
MINED USE CENTERS

(lncludesCentralCity,Regional,Town Centers,

StationCommunitiesandMainStreets)

Exhibit B
URBAN GROWTH MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONAL PLAN
Findings of Consistency With Regional and Statewide Goals and Objectives

Introduction
Metro has been required by state law since 1977 to adopt regional goals and objectives which are
consistent with statewide goals. ORS 268.380(1). The predecessor regional council of
governments, CRAG, had adopted such policies, which were left in place by the 1977 Metro
legislation. In 1991, Metro completed new regional goals and objectives, entitled Regional
Urban Growth Goals and Objectives (RUGGO). In 1995, RUGGOs were amended to include a
new set of integrated goals and objectives in the form of text and a map, called the 2040 Growth
Concept.
The RUGGO 2040 Growth Concept text and map are conceptual objectives for a desired urban
form in the year 2040 that are part of the regional goals and objectives. The 2040 Growth
Concept, then, is not a "plan." The Urban Growth Management (UGM) Functional Plan is the
regional plan that implements the RUGGO 2040 Growth Concept. Functional plans are limited
purpose regional plans authorized by ORS 268.390(2), not "comprehensive plans" as defined in
ORS 197.015(5).
Consistent with legislation in 1993, codified at ORS 197.274(1), RUGGO has been
acknowledged by the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) "for
compliance with statewide goals in the same manner as a comprehensive plan . . . . " Importantly,
RUGGO is not a comprehensive plan.
See ORS 197.015(15).
Therefore, RUGGO
acknowledgment is unique. RUGGOs are regional goals and objectives, supplementary to the
statewide goals and objectives. By their own terms, RUGGOs do not apply directly to the
comprehensive plans or land use actions of cities and counties. See RUGGO Objective 3. For
general RUGGO policies to become applicable to comprehensive plans, a more detailed
functional plan must "recommend or require" changes in comprehensive plans. ORS 268.390(4).
This UGM Functional Plan contains both requirements and recommendations.
Since this functional plan implements RUGGO objectives, RUGGO Objective 5 requires that
functional plans be consistent with RUGGOs. To the extent that this functional plan "requires"
amendments to city and county comprehensive plans, Metro intends to meet the same standard of
judicial review that is applied to amendments to comprehensive plans. Therefore, the UGM
Functional Plan is adopted as regional policy based on the record before the Metro Council, and
the following explains how the Functional Plan is consistent with applicable RUGGO provisions
and applicable statewide land use planning goals.
Regional Goals and Objectives (RUGGO) Consistency
RUGGO is organized into two Goals and twenty-six Objectives, and an integrated set of policies
called the 2040 Growth Concept and the Concept Map. "Planning Activities" are ideas for future
study, not goals and objectives. Goal I contains the Regional Planning process in Objectives 111. Goal II, Urban Form, includes four subgoals: Natural Environment, Built Environment,
Growth Management, and the 2040 Growth Concept. The first three subgoals are separated into
Objectives 12-26. Goal and objective statements written in mandatory language are binding

policy statements on Metro. These policies must be followed by Metro in functional plans and
the urban growth boundary. Some policies are written in aspirational language, including the
desired end state of the 2040 Growth Concept. The UGM Functional Plan has been adopted to
begin implementation of RUGGOs, particularly the 2040 Growth Concept. Functional plans,
unlike comprehensive plans, are selective for issues that "significantly impact metropolitan
development." ORS 268.390(l),(2).
The UGM Functional Plan is intended to begin
implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept prior to completion of the regional framework plan.
Therefore, not all regional goals and objectives will be either applicable or fully accomplished in
this Functional Plan.
Goal I: Regional Planning Process
The UGM Functional Plan has been prepared using the regional planning process including
extensive citizen notification and participation using Metro's mailing list of 60,000 individuals
and organizations. The acknowledged urban growth boundary has been the foundation of target
capacities in Title 1 and Table 1. State, city, county and special district implementation roles
have been followed in the MPAC recommendation, plan recommendations and requirements,
and Title 8 compliance and exceptions relationships. The plan fully complies with the
procedures in Objective 5 for functional plans.
Consistent with Objective 5, the UGM Functional Plan is a limited purpose plan for initial
implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept. Since this functional plan contains requirements
for changes in adopted and acknowledged comprehensive plans, it is being adopted as a final
land use action with findings of consistency with RUGGO and statewide planning goals.
As a new functional plan, the UGM Functional Plan was proposed by MPAC under
Objective 5.2.1 and initiated by the Metro Council by Resolution No. 96-2288. MPAC
participated in the preparation of the plan, used citizen involvement processes, newsletters, open
houses, newspaper ads, a public comment report, and made its recommendation to the Metro
Council after public hearings.
Consistent with Objective 5.2.a-d, the Metro Council held public hearings, work sessions,
amended the proposed functional plan, and adopted the UGM Functional Plan with these
findings of RUGGO consistency. The conflict resolution process in Objective 5.3 is specifically
incorporated into Title 8 of the UGM Functional Plan.
As explained in the introduction to the UGM Functional Plan, it is a functional plan pursuant to
ORS 268.390 that is preliminary to adoption of the Metro Charter-mandated regional framework
plan, which is due by December 30, 1997. Therefore, the UGM Functional Plan does not
describe its relationship to the Future Vision per Objective 9 because it is not a component of the
regional framework plan.
Consistent with RUGGO Objectives 10 and 11, Title 9 of the Functional Plan provides for
performance measures for the Functional Plan that assure biennial review of the results of the
Functional Plan.
Title 8, Section 2 requires cities and counties to transmit to Metro their preliminary compliance
materials for Metro review within 18 months of the effective date of this Functional Plan. At
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that time requests for exceptions from any Functional Plan requirement may be made. Title 8,
Section 5 allows for interpretation of functional plan requirements questioned by cities and
counties at any time. RUGGO Objective 5.3 guarantees cities and counties a conflict resolution
policy for functional plan provisions that is affirmed in Title 8, Section 2. That process may end
with an interpretation that the city or county approach to avoid a statewide goal violation is not
inconsistent with the Functional Plan or an amendment to the Functional Plan to avoid any
prospective statewide goal violation before the city or county amends its comprehensive plan or
land use regulations.
Goal II: Urban Form
The principles of maintaining a compact urban form (II.i) and preserving existing neighborhoods
by focusing growth in mixed use areas (II.ii) are among the foundations of the UGM Functional
Plan. Title 1 and Table 1 require increased housing and job capacities in mixed use areas.
Increased infill and redevelopment from allowing accessory units, and greater densities through
minimum densities will be necessary for cities and counties to meet the target capacities. These
policies enhance a compact urban form. The basis for Table 1 is an allocation of projected 2017
population and employment inside the current UGB at Table 5 of Part 1 of the Urban Growth
Report. Housing choices with good access to jobs (Il.iii) are enhanced by Title 1 minimum
density, accessory dwelling, and mixed use areas policies. Housing affordability (Il.iii) is
enhanced by Title 1, Section 2.C, Accessory Dwellings, Title 1 compact urban form policies, and
Title 7, Affordable Housing . Requiring identification and enhancing of mixed use areas, like
station communities, in Title 1 focuses increased housing and job capacities in areas of current
and future public investment to reinforce a compact urban form (II.iv).
Objective 12 policies on watersheds and water quality, particularly Objectives 12.1 and 12.1.5,
are addressed by stream-corridor protection in Title 3 of the Functional Plan which will be made
effective by future adoption of a map and Model Ordinance.
Objective 13 is being addressed by the Regional Water Supply Plan, outside this Functional Plan.
Objective 14, Air Quality, is addressed by Title 2, Regional Parking Policy, and Title 6, Regional
Accessibility. The state's air quality maintenance plan credits restrictions on new parking spaces
in Title 2 with increased air quality. Compact urban form policies required by Title 1 enhance
alternative modes of transportation which do not add to air pollution.
Objective 15, Natural Areas, is being addressed by Metro Open Space Bond land purchases
outside this Functional Plan. However, Title 3 addresses regional policy to identify and
coordinate planning for fish and wildlife conservation areas.
Objective 16.1 on Rural Reserve Lands is addressed by Title 5, Section 2 which requires cities
and counties to protect rural reserves and green corridors inside Metro's jurisdiction. Further
protection for rural reserves and green corridors outside Metro, between Metro and neighbor
cities' UGBs is a policy goal for intergovernmental agreements with neighbor cities, counties and
state agencies.
Goal FI.2.i. and Objective 17 on "fair share" housing policy are addressed by the
recommendations in Title 7, Affordable Housing, and enhanced by Title 1 compact urban form
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policies including the Title 1, Section 2.C requirement for at least one accessory unit to be
allowed for each detached single family dwelling.
Goal II.2.ii on infrastructure planning is addressed for transportation facilities in the Title 6,
Section 4 requirements for alternative mode analysis and motor vehicle congestion analysis in
mixed use areas, and congestion management in all congested areas.
Goal II.v on a balanced transportation system is addressed in Title 6, Regional Accessibility
requirements to consider boulevard design accommodation of pedestrians and bicycles, and
design standards for street connectivity to increase accessibility for all modes of transportation.
Objective 18 policies, particularly 18.i, 18.iv, 18.v and 18.vi are enhanced at the regional scale
by minimizing public and private costs with policies in Title 1 to retain a compact urban form
and direct growth into mixed use areas. Objective 18.2 is addressed by general forecasts of
facility need and cost which indicate that a compact urban form minimizes costs.
Objective 19 is addressed in Title 6 of the Functional Plan. Multimodal transportation in
Objective 19.i and 19.3 is enhanced by requiring consideration of Boulevard Design in Section 2
and the Boulevard Design Map, Design Standards to increase street connectivity for greater
bicycle and pedestrian accessibility, and the required Alternative Mode Analysis for mixed use
areas in Section 4.A and congestion management requirements in Section 4.C. Freight
movement on roads per Objective 19.ii is facilitated by compact urban form policies and
directing growth into mixed use areas in Title 1, and the Transportation Performance Standards
in Title 6, Section 4.
Title 6, Section 4 requires changes in city and county comprehensive plans, if necessary, to
reduce the standards for mobility, include accessibility analysis and only add transportation
facility capacity as a last resort. These policies represent a regional policy choice by Metro to
redefine adequate motor vehicle mobility to accomplish RUGGO Goal II Objectives for a
compact urban form using alternate modes of transportation to maintain mobility. These policies
enhance Objectives 19.iii, 19.v, 19.vi, 19.viii and address 19.1, 19.2.1 and 19.2.
Goals II.3.i, ii, iii and Objectives 22 and 26 are addressed by Title 1 enhancing a compact urban
form and Title 5, Neighbor Cities, enhancing the distinction between urban and rural lands and
neighbor cities by policies to protect rural land near the UGB.
Goal II.3.iv and Objectives 23 and 24 are enhanced by the requirements to use redeveloped land
in Title 1, Section 2.B, allow accessory dwelling units in Title 1, Section 2.C.
Objective 25, Urban Design, is enhanced by implementation of the 2040 Design Types in Title 1,
Sections 3 and 7.
Goal II.4 Metro 2040 Growth Concept
The Growth Concept states the design form of urban development in the region for the 50 years
ending in 2040. It is designed to accommodate approximately 720,000 additional residents and
350,000 additional jobs based on a feasibility analysis of one possible configuration of the
Growth Concept called the 2040 Analysis, completed in 1994 as part of the Region 2040 project.
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Three alternative concepts were analyzed leading to preparation of the "preferred concept." The
integrated goals and objectives in RUGGO n.4 are that "preferred concept." Therefore, Goal II.4
is both conceptual and aspirational. See RUGGO pp. 25-3.5.
Mixed use urban centers inside a compact UGB are an important part of the Growth Concept.
The interrelated set of centers from the Growth Concept are required to be used by cities and
counties in Title 1 of the Functional Plan. Boundaries for centers and other Growth Concept
"design types" are required to be added to city and county plans in Title 1, Section 3. Target
capacities for housing and jobs are required for mixed use areas in Title 1, Section 6, and
Table 1. Design type average densities from the Growth Concept are recommended in Title 1,
Section 7.
The fundamental Title 1 requirement in Section 6 is for cities and counties to accommodate
houses and jobs projected to be needed by 2017 using the required calculation method
(Section 5). To comply, each city and county must demonstrate that its plan and zoning will
yield the target number of dwelling unit and job capacities for their jurisdiction and for their
mixed use areas (Table 1) using the required calculation method (Section 5). Part of the required
calculation method includes use of mandatory minimum density standards (Section 2.A),
redevelopment of some lands (Section 2.B), allowing of accessory dwelling units (Section 2.C),
and use of other methods to increase capacity (Section 4.B.)
The requirement that large percentages of the increased capacity for houses and jobs be located
in mixed use areas is a direct implementation of the centers and jobs/housing balance policies of
the Growth Concept. See RUGGO, pp. 25, 29.
Recognition of open spaces inside the UGB is reflected in Title 1, Section 2.A., and Title 3.
Rural reserves are protected and neighbor cities are recognized in Title 5.
Industrial and Employment Area policy in RUGGO is implemented in Title 4 of the Functional
Plan. Cities and counties are required to restrict retail uses over 60,000 square feet in industrial
areas to protect industrial areas primarily for industrial activities. Mapped "Employment Areas"
must be given specific boundaries in Title 1, Section 3, and retail is restricted in these areas in
Title 4. These policies are consistent with the 2040 Growth Concept at p. 32. (See statewide
Goal 9, below.)
Implementation of transportation facility classifications in the Growth Concept to support mixed
use areas, industrial and employment areas is begun in Title 6 of the Functional Plan. See
RUGGO pp. 32-35.
Statewide Land Use Planning Goals
The extent to which Metro functional plans must comply with applicable statewide land use
goals is not clear from Metro's enabling statutes. ORS 268.380(1) requires Metro to adopt
regional goals and objectives which are consistent with statewide goals. ORS 268.390(3)
requires Metro to adopt the regional urban growth boundary in compliance with statewide goals.
ORS 268.390(1) requires Metro to adopt functional plans but provides no requirement for
consistency or compliance with statewide goals. However, ORS 268.390(4) authorizes Metro,
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"as it considers necessary," to "recommend or require" changes "in any plans" to assure that city
and county land use actions conform to the functional plan and urban growth boundary.
Clearly, Metro is unique. Its policies are regional in scale. Implementation of regional policies
by cities and counties in their comprehensive plans and land use regulations must comply with
statewide goals. To accomplish that result, regional policies which are "recommendations" need
not directly comply with statewide goals. Cities and counties may or may not adopt the
recommendation, or a variation of the recommended policy may be adopted. Therefore, the
long-standing rule that cities and counties must demonstrate compliance with statewide goals for
all amendments of comprehensive plans and land use regulations assures statewide goal
compliance. City and county plan amendments to implement "regional" recommendations will
comply with statewide goals at the time they are adopted. If a statewide goal violation would
result, the recommendation would not be adopted.
The UGM Functional Plan is the first functional plan to contain significant regional policy
"requirements" for changes in city and county plans. There are provisions in this functional plan,
in Title 8, as well as RUGGO Objective 5.3, which assure that cities and counties are not
required to implement a regional policy "requirement" to the extent that it would cause a
statewide goal violation as applied to circumstances in a particular jurisdiction. That may be a
sufficient safeguard to assure that regional "requirements" will be implemented in compliance
with statewide goals, rules and statutes. However, the statutory structure which gives Metro
broad authority to direct how cities and counties comply with statewide goals, implies that
functional plan "requirements" must demonstrate consistency with statewide goals. Like
regional goals and objectives, regional functional plans are supplementary, not comprehensive,
policies. Comprehensive plans must balance all the statewide goals. Functional plans select
those policy areas which have significant impact on metropolitan development to direct how
each comprehensive plan accomplishes that balance consistent with its neighbors.
Therefore, the following summary of the legislative record of the UGM Functional Plan
demonstrates that the "requirements" in this functional plan are consistent with applicable
statewide goals, rules and statutes. Since this is only the initial implementation of the 2040
Growth Concept, not all parts of all statewide goals and rules are applicable. Some goals are
being addressed by other regional policies outside the UGM Functional Plan, such as Goal 12 in
Metro's Regional Transportation Plan and Goals 5 and 8 by purchase of regional significant lands
with the Metro Open Spaces Bond Measure proceeds. Consistency with statewide goals at a
regional scale, then, is a feasibility analysis. The final, complete balance of statewide goals,
including analysis of secondary impacts, occurs at city and county plan implementation. If any
violation of statewide goals may be caused by application of functional plan policies, Title 8
provides a process for correction prior to adoption of a plan or regulation amendment.
Goal 1: Citizen Involvement
The citizen involvement program for the UGM Functional Plan was regional in scope and
appropriate to the scale of this regional planning effort. The Metro Policy Advisory Committee
(MPAC) established by Section 27 of the Metro Charter, open houses, newsletters, newspaper
ads, and a public comment report were used. Mailings included city and county Community
Planning Organizations, and a mailing list of about 60,000 individuals and organizations. A
series of public hearings were held at MPAC, the Metro Council Growth Management
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Committee and the Metro Council. Consistent with RUGGO Goal 1, the Functional Plan was
developed using a direct participatory process involving citizens, cities, counties, special
districts, school districts, and state and regional agencies such as TriMet, the Port of Portland,
and the Department of Land Conservation and Development.
The transportation issues including Titles 2 and 6 were reviewed by JPACT, the regional
transportation advisory committee and the Metro Council Transportation Committee.
Goal 2: Land Use Planning
Review for compliance with Goal 2 includes (A) the structure of policies created for regional
planning, and (B) supporting documentation for the policies contained in the UGM Functional
Plan.
A.

Structure and Policies for Regional Planning
The UGM Functional Plan follows RUGGO Objective 5 to begin implementation of the
2040 Growth Concept in Metro's regional goals and objectives. To carry out this early
implementation of the 2040 Growth Concept, the applicable Functional Plan sections
establish the Functional Plan's place in the regional and state framework for planning as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RUGGO Goal 1 relationship (p. 2; Title 4, Section 3; Title 8)
Regional Policy basis (p. 2)
Relationship to 2040 Growth Concept Design Types (Title 1, Sections 3, 7)
Relationship to 2017 Growth Projection (Title 1, Section 5, Table 1)
Relationship to Air Quality planning (Title 2, Section 1)
Relationship to Open Space planning (Title 3)
Relationship to industrial land planning (Title 4)
Relationship to neighboring cities (Title 5)
Relationship to transportation corridor to neighbor cities (Title 5, Section 4)
Relationship to Transportation Planning Rule (Title 6, Section 4)
Relationship to housing policies (Title 7)
Relationship to comprehensive plans (Title 8)
Procedure for functional plan interpretation (Title 8, Sections 5, 6)
Process to monitor progress (Title 9)

Title 8, Section 2 requires cities and counties to transmit to Metro their preliminary compliance
materials for Metro review within 18 months of the effective date of this Functional Plan. At
that time requests for exceptions from any Functional Plan requirement may be made. Title 8,
Section 5 allows for interpretation of functional plan requirements questioned by cities and
counties at any time. RUGGO Objective 5.3 guarantees cities and counties a conflict resolution
policy for functional plan provisions that is affirmed in Title 8, Section 2. That process may end
with an interpretation that the city or county approach to avoid a statewide goal violation is not
inconsistent with the Functional Plan or an amendment to the Functional Plan to avoid any
prospective statewide goal violation before the city or county amends its comprehensive plan or
land use regulations.
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B.

Supporting Documentation
An inventory of documents in the record for Ordinance No. 96-547C is contained in
Attachment A. The record includes research and data on the following issues of
substance in the UGM Functional Plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

1995 Regional Urban Growth Goals and Objectives (RUGGO)
the state air quality plan
year 2017 population and employment estimates
year 2040 alternative growth concepts analyses, with documents containing
information and evaluation performed at multiple steps in the process
year 2040 regional design images, specially prepared under contract to test
applicability to the Metro region of alternative urban design concepts
an evaluation of the relative impacts of the alternative urban development
concepts on the housing market, the market for commercial and industrial space,
the cost of serving new development with water and sewer services, and "quality
of life" factors, especially crime
an evaluation of mixed use urban centers, their economic and transportation
characteristics
an inventory of existing historical and natural feature conditions in the region
an evaluation of the potential for no-growth and slow-growth policies in the
region
Future Vision evaluation reports on carrying capacity applied to the Portland
region; historical settlement patterns in the Portland region; and work styles in the
region
a study of Oregon values and beliefs regarding transit and growth management
a study of commodity flow and requirements
profiles of the Portland-Vancouver economy
a regional transportation plan; transportation analysis of alternative growth
concepts; and guidelines for transportation planning rule implementation
a statement regarding ten essentials for a quality regional landscape, prepared by
the University of Oregon Department of Landscape Architecture
a three volume vacant lands atlas, with data, maps and photos for each Metro
county
report evaluating the potential impacts of the growth concepts on providing water,
wastewater, and stormwater services to projected areas of new growth

Goals 3 and 4 (Title 5): Agricultural and Forest Lands
These goals are not generally applicable because the Functional Plan is focused primarily on
changes to comprehensive plans and implementing ordinances inside the regional urban growth
boundary (UGB). However, the Functional Plan enhances these goals. The changes inside the
UGB increase the houses and jobs accommodated inside the UGB. They reduce pressure on
resource lands adjacent to the UGB.
Title 5 enhances Goals 3 and 4 and it reiterates RUGGO Objectives 22 and 26. Title 5 begins to
implement Metro's policy of entering into intergovernmental agreements to protect resource
lands outside the UGB, particularly in "Rural Reserves" designated on the 2040 Growth Concept
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Map. Cities and counties are required to protect those Rural Reserves inside the UGB from
urban development in Title 5, Section 2.
Goals 5. 6. 7 (Titles 2. 3Y. Natural Resources, Air/Water Resources, Natural Hazards
Open Spaces and Natural Resources, Air/Water Resources and Natural Hazards are addressed in
the stream protection policies of Title 3. As indicated in Section 6, Title 3 is not effective until
both a Model Code for local governments and the map of Water Quality and Flood Management
Areas are adopted. Two additional ordinances amending the Functional Plan will each make
parts of Title 3 effective. First, a Model Code and Map will be adopted, with statewide goal
findings, to implement water quality (Goal 6) and Flood Management (Goal 7) requirements in
Sections 1-4. Then, after the 18 months of work indicated in Section 5.C., Fish and Wildlife
Habitat protection will be implemented by adoption of another ordinance with statewide goal
findings. Therefore, Title 3 does not include any requirements for changes in comprehensive
plans at this time.
Maintaining and improving air quality (Goal 6) is furthered by the minimum and maximum
parking ratios required by Title 2. As indicated in Section 1, implementation of these parking
ratios have been included as steps which improve regional air quality in the state's Air Quality
Maintenance Plan.
Goal 8: Recreational Needs
Recreational needs are being addressed by purchases of trail, open space and parks lands with
proceeds of Metro's Open Spaces Bond Measure outside the Functional Plan. Therefore, Goal 8
is not directly applicable to the Functional Plan. However, Title 1, Section 2.A.5 is consistent
with Goal 8 by not requiring minimum residential densities for residential lands designated as
significant open space lands.
Goal 9
On a regionwide, general scale, Title 1 implements RUGGO mixed use centers policies
consistent with Goal 9 by increasing housing and job capacities consistent with public facilities
investment in regional centers, town centers and station communities. This supports a jobs
housing balance in regional center areas. These regional policies can be implemented in
comprehensive plans based on the analysis of each community's economic patterns and local
economic development policies. Areas indicated in current acknowledged comprehensive plans
by industrial and commercial zoning are enhanced by establishing known priorities for regional
public investment. Stability of labor market should be enhanced by Title 1 implementation of
jobs housing balance in regional centers. Increased multi-modal accessibility to centers allows
cities and counties to locate economic activity relative to markets created by the jobs and housing
encouraged in mixed use centers.
Title 4, Section 2.A. protects lands zoned for industrial uses in current acknowledged
comprehensive plans from inefficient use of these lands for regional scale retail development.
This allows cities and counties to assure an adequate supply of sites of suitable sizes, types,
locations and service levels in their comprehensive plans for a variety of industrial uses. This
Title 4 limitation of uses allowed on sites zoned for industrial areas assures compatibility of uses
on those sites and of traffic patterns.
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Title 1 and Title 6 implementation of mixed use centers provide more efficient alternative
locations for regional scale retail development with structured parking and transit availability,
such as the Lloyd Center Toys R Us, the Walmart in Eastport Plaza and the Fred Meyer stores
outside employment areas. The "big box retail" store at Lloyd Center was part of the comparison
of that remodeled center's land efficiency with the redevelopment potential of the Clackamas
Town Center shopping center. Title 1 encourages that redevelopment by the mixed use center
target capacities required by Section 6 and Table 1 that include the Clackamas Town Center's
regional center.
Title 4, Sections 2.B, C and 3, together with Titles 1 and 6 implementation of mixed use centers
protect lands designated as "employment areas" for smaller scale, low traffic generating, land
consumptive uses with low parking demand. Title 4 limits high traffic generating, high parking
demand, regional scale retail uses in these areas. Titles 1 and 2 encourage location of high
traffic, high parking demand commercial uses in centers with structured parking. Approximately
4543 acres of vacant land within centers and corridors inside the UGB would be available for
regional or subregional scale retail development.
Specific square foot regulations, the 60,000 square foot maximums, are used as a measurable,
clear and objective standard. Most existing grocery stores having a local market area of two to
three miles are less than 60,000 square feet. Retail stores with a regional or subregional market
greater than five miles are usually in excess of 100,000 square feet.
One of the concerns about allowing large scale retail uses in employment areas is the traffic
generated from outside the employment area. Building material and discount stores, for
example, have substantially higher trip generation rates than other uses. The much higher
weekday and peak hour trip rates for these large scale retail uses would increase congestion along
arterials in industrial and employment areas designed to accommodate non-retail uses. Location
of these uses in centers and corridors, close to the households they serve, reduces vehicle miles
traveled consistent with statewide Goals 12 and the Transportation Planning Rule. See staff
memos dated October 15 and 16, 1996.
Goal 12 and the Transportation Planning Rule
The applicable provision of the Transportation Planning Rule prior to the adoption of the
regional Transportation Systems Plan is OAR 660-12-060: "Amendments to functional plans . . .
which significantly affect a transportation facility shall assure that allowed land uses are
consistent with the identified function, capacity and level of service of the facility ...".
To greater and lesser degrees in different locations and jurisdictions, the performance standard in
Title 1, Section 6 will require cities and counties to amend comprehensive plans and
implementing ordinances to increase densities for housing and employment within the urban
growth boundary. These land use plan changes over the two-year period for compliance with
this functional plan must be balanced by changes in the transportation plans of cities and counties
at the same time.
Title 6 requirements contain the regional transportation policies which balance Title 1 strategic
increases in density inside the Urban Growth Boundary to assure that planned land uses are
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consistent with planned transportation facilities. Boulevard Design is required to be considered
to accommodate alternate modes of transportation. Design Standards for street connectivity must
be adopted to enhance alternate modes of transportation by one of two options. Targets must be
established and implemented for increasing use of alternate modes of transportation in mixed use
areas. These requirements avoid principal reliance on any one mode of transportation. However,
the primary method of assuring balance between land use and transportation in the functional
plan is the use by cities and counties of alternate level of service standards for mixed use areas
and use of congestion management actions in Title 6, Section 4. These policies would be used,
as needed, wherever planned transportation facilities are insufficient to serve land uses planned
to implement Title 1.
If city or county transportation facilities are significantly affected by traffic congestion from
Title 1 increased land use capacities in mixed use areas, Title 6, Section 4.B and C require that a
policy decision be made about whether to change the plan's "design requirement" to a level of
service consistent with Section 4.B. If the alternate level of service standard is not used, an
exception to Title 1 may be requested under Title 8 procedures to the extent needed to retain the
land use/transportation balance by limiting land uses. If the functional classification and
identified capacity of a transportation facility are affected by the new balance of land use and
transportation using the optional level of service and other Title 6 requirements, they must be
amended in the plans as part of exercising the alternate level of service option.
The greatest potential for transportation planning changes to retain consistency with new land
uses is in the mixed use areas of Central City, Regional Centers, Town Centers, Main Streets and
Station Communities. The greatest increases in capacity for houses and jobs are directed by
Table 1 to occur in these areas. For these areas, Title 6, Section 4 establishes regional
performance standards. First, Section 4.A. requires alternate mode analysis to establish and
implement alternative mode targets to reduce motor vehicle congestion. If a road remains out of
balance with land uses, congestion analysis and management are applied. For mixed use areas,
the alternative Level of Service in 4.B.1 may be applied to the road in the city or county
transportation plan. If that relaxed level of service standard is exceeded, the accessibility
analysis in 4.B.2 is used. If regional accessibility is impacted, the congestion management
actions must be taken. Only if the road remains inconsistent with land uses are road capacity
improvements planned to retain the balance between transportation facilities and land uses.
For roads outside mixed use areas, the existing regional level of service standard is required by
4.D. Congestion management actions in 4.C are used before adding roads to maintain
consistency with land uses. Outside mixed use areas land use capacity is increased primarily by
use of minimum densities in Title 1, Section 2. Cities and counties have flexibility in use of
minimum densities that may be used to avoid some transportation impacts. If congestion
management actions are insufficient to maintain consistency between planned land uses and
transportation facilities, an exception from land use requirements to the extent of the
inconsistency may be requested under Title 8.
Title 1: Requirements for Housing and Employment Accommodation
Title 1, Section 1 states Metro policy to minimize the amount of UGB expansion needed by 2017
by increasing the capacity of land inside the UGB for development This is to be accomplished
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by implementation of 2040 Growth Concept "design types " (Section 3), particularly those
identified as "mixed use areas 2 ."
In Section 1, the regional policy establishes that all cities and counties must accommodate a
share of the 2017 projected growth in needed houses and jobs. That fair share policy is reflected
in Table 1. Target numbers for each city and county in Table 1 are required to be met by
Section 6. A step-by-step calculation required to demonstrate these target capacities is in Section
5. Mandatory steps to increase that calculated capacity are in Section 2.A (minimum densities),
Section 2.B (prohibit limits on land divisions), Section 2.C (no prohibition of accessory units)
and Section 4 (reduce "underbuild").
Table 1, then, has a series of target capacity requirements for each city and county. Jurisdictionwide capacity for new dwelling units for each jurisdiction is based on a city or county share of
the 243,993 dwelling units projected to be needed by 2017. Jurisdiction-wide capacity for new
jobs for each jurisdiction is based on a city or county share of the 461,633 jobs to accommodate
by 2017.
Mixed use areas in each jurisdiction will vary in size, density, and jobs/housing balance. The
2040 Growth Concept is the source of the "persons per acre 3 " averages for housing and jobs
accommodated in each "mixed use area" design type. These averages were used in the feasibility
analysis of the 2040 Growth Concept. Since these are aggregated averages for widely varying
forms of these design types, these averages are merely recommended as guidelines in Section 7.
In mixed use areas, these averages may be exceeded.
Goal 10 and Metro Housing Rule
Titles 1 and 7 contain the direct regional policies related to housing. Many parts of the Goal 10
and LCDC Housing rules are addressed on a regional scale in Title 1. However, city and county
comprehensive plans retain the responsibility to comply with the statewide goals and rules
comprehensively. Title 1 regional policies supplement and are consistent with the statewide
goals and rules. However, if application of Title 1 results in Goal 10 conflicts, a city or county
may seek an exception or interpretation under Title 8. Title 8, Section 2.B and RUGGO
Objective 5.3 provide the mechanism for a city or county to seek an exception from Table 1
required capacities after the required policies in Title 1, Section 2 have been adopted and their
impact estimated. Title 8, Section 2.E assures that cities and counties will not be required to
violate Goal 10 to comply with Title 1 or any other requirement of this Functional Plan.
The "minimum residential density allocations" in the Metro Housing Rule are met and exceeded
by the required housing capacities in Title 1 and Table 1 with the minimum density requirements
of Title 1, Section 2. The "new construction mix" of residential housing types consistent with
the Rule encouraged by Title 1 includes redevelopable land and excludes unbuildable land from
its analyses consistent with the Rule. Manufactured homes are encouraged in Title 7, Section 3.
Recommendations to improve the availability of affordable housing are included in Title 7,
Section 2. The Housing Needs Analysis addresses affordability. Accessory unit policy at Title
'

See Title 10 definition.
See Table 1 "mixed use areas," footnote 2.
See Title 10 definition. This is an aggregate number for persons inside households and working in an area.
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1, Section 2.C enhances affordable housing with a new market product that cities and counties
must include in their Goal 10 housing projection. The Housing Needs Analysis is a compendium
of data about the regional housing market using a housing model to predict housing needs for a
2040 Growth Concept scenario.
Metro has completed a preliminary Housing Needs Analysis using a 2015 population and
employment forecast. A regional 2017 housing need has be calculated based on that projection,
but a new forecast geographically allocating that estimated housing need has not been completed.
This regional work will be completed before the end of the two year compliance period of this
Functional Plan.
Cities and counties must complete their own "housing needs projection" to comply with Goal 10.
The preliminary estimates of cities and counties required to meet the target capacities in Title 1,
Table 1 indicated that the target capacities were feasible even before all the requirements of
Title 1 were considered. The regional requirement to allow at least one accessory unit for each
detached single family dwelling at Section 2.C, for example, was added to Title 1 after the city
and county estimates were completed.
Title 1, Section 2.A requires cities and counties to utilize some form of minimum density in all
residential zones. Consistent with RUGGO, the Metro Housing Rule, and Goals 5, 6, 7 and 8,
Section 2.A.5 excludes this minimum density requirement from application in unbuildable lands
and Open Space areas where only low density development, if any, should be allowed.
Use of redevelopable land for housing is encouraged by Title 1, Section 2.B and 4 consistent
with the Metro Housing Rule.
Goals 11. 13. 14
The requirement in Table 1 for mixed use areas is to demonstrate the target capacities for new
dwelling units and new jobs as part of the jurisdiction-wide totals. The calculated capacities for
each mixed use area design type are aggregated for these required capacities. Again, cities and
counties may plan and zone these areas somewhat differently for the unique characteristics of
each design type area. The regional requirement is to get at least the required capacities in mixed
use areas. The jurisdiction-wide capacity requirements are based on accommodating projected
population and employment within the current UGB .
This entire approach enhances the policies of Goals 13 and 14. Long-range urban population
growth requirements are being accommodated within the UGB. Changes in comprehensive
plans and implementing ordinances are required to be changed to maximize efficiency of land
uses within the existing urban area. Long-term energy use and costs are being reduced by
retaining the compact urban form and designing land uses inside the UGB to create mixed use
areas with significant increases in the use of bicycle and pedestrian travel.5 Agricultural land
adjacent to the UGB is retained. Public facilities can be planned and provided in a more orderly
and economic manner by avoiding high cost extensions of water, sewer, storm sewer,
telecommunications, and urban roads to accommodate projected population growth outside the

5

See Urban Growth Report, Table 5.
See 1994-95 Travel Survey Data Summary Table showing up to 29% of all trips by walking in high density
mixed use areas.
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current UGB 6 . For any specific area where public facility redevelopment costs to serve
increased capacities required by Title 1 would not be orderly and efficient, a process for
exceptions of Title 1 requirements for that area is provided in Title 8.
As adopted, Title 1 and Table 1 include requirements to adopt minimum densities, reduce
barriers to density, and demonstrate target capacities. Generally, these regional policies are
consistent with the statewide goals and the transmittals in the record from cities and counties that
indicate the feasibility of these requirements. However, each city and county must comply with
statewide goals when it amends its comprehensive plan and land use regulations to implement
Title 1 requirements. Prior to that time, if compliance with Functional Plan requirements would
cause a city or county to violate a statewide goal, Title 8, Section 8, and RUGGO Objective 5.3
would apply to prevent a violation. (See Goal 2.A. above.)
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Sec KCM Utility Feasibility Analysis for Metro 2040 Urban Reserve Study Areas, June, 1996.
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